
Turning  Thanksgiving  Inside
Out
Time  to  be  thinking  about  the  holidays.  Next  one  up,
Thanksgiving.

Oh joy.

It’s not too hard to come up with a list of reasons to grump
about the Thanksgiving holiday:

Lots of work in the kitchen
Lots of cleaning to do
Lots of cooking to do
Lots of buying food to do
Crowds in the stores as we prepare
The  stores  already  have  their  Christmas  decorations
out—like since Halloween
Spending time with family where the worst in people
easily spills out
Too much football on TV
Too much food

But to cultivate a biblical mindset, we can take this list and
turn it inside out to reveal the embarrassment of riches and
lavishment of blessings that are attached to each item by
invoking our own personal thanksgiving:

Lots of work in the kitchen: Thank You, Lord, that I have a
fully functioning kitchen! Thank You for my stove and my oven
and my refrigerator and my sink and my counters and my storage
of my many many kitchen items.

Lots of cleaning to do: Thank You, Lord, for running water
that is safe and tastes good. Thank you for a sink that
drains. Thank You for buckets. Thank You for dusting cloths
and my vacuum. Thank You for the energy to clean!
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Lots of cooking to do: Thank You, Lord, for recipes. Thank You
that my stove and oven work! Thank You for the various pots
and pans that enable me to cook more than one item at a time.
Thank You that I can store cooked things in my fridge until
it’s time to bring them out, and thank You for the microwave
to zap them to serving temperature.

Lots of buying food to do: Oh Lord! Thank You for money to buy
our  Thanksgiving  meal!  Thank  You  for  well-stocked  grocery
stores with a dazzling number of choices. Thank You for 24/7
electricity that powers refrigerators and freezers, both in my
home and in the stores, which means I don’t have to go to a
market every single day for provisions. Thank You that I have
the luxury of making a list, driving to the store, and getting
everything on my list because it will all be there and I don’t
even have to think about it.

Crowds in the stores as we prepare: Thank You, Lord, that all
those people also have the money to be able to make our
purchases. Thank You for a culture where people will wait in
line instead of all demanding to be served first. Thank You
for stores to go to in the first place.

The stores already have their Christmas decorations out—like
since Halloween: Thank You, Lord, that we live in a place that
still celebrates Your birth even if many forget YOU. Thank You
for Christmas decorations period. It means we are in a country
that understands the importance of Your impact on our culture.

Spending time with family where the worst in people easily
spills out: Thank You, Lord, for giving us families. Thank You
for people to love, even if sometimes it needs to be in Your
strength because we don’t like them right then. Thank You for
these people You chose to be in our lives. Thank You that
being with family, even if it’s church family and not bio-
family, means we are not alone and isolated.

Too much football on TV: Thank You, Lord, that we even have a



television. Thank You for a culture and a lifestyle with the
luxury  of  offering  entertainment  instead  of  constant,
unrelenting survival mode. Thank You for living room furniture
to sit in or lie on while we watch TV. Thank You that the
football is only for a few days and not every day!

Too much food: Thank You, Lord! Thank You! Thank You! Millions
of people are starving and cannot even imagine the abundance
of food at our meal. We are so blessed for every single dish
and every single item we get to prepare and serve and then
eat. You have lavished blessing and honor on us, and we don’t
deserve any of it. Thank You. Thank You.
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This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/turning_thanksgiving_inside_

out on November 18, 2008.

Amazing Grace in John Newton
– A Christian Witness Lived
and Sung

“How Sweet the Sound”
Are you familiar with the classic song Amazing Grace? You
probably  are.  Do  you  know  the  inspiring  story  behind  its
songwriter? Maybe like I did, you think you know the real
story, but you don’t.

John Newton was an eighteenth century British slave trader who
had a dramatic faith experience during a storm at sea. He gave
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his life to God, left the slave trade, became a pastor, and
wrote hymns. “Amazing Grace! (how sweet the sound),” Newton
wrote, “That saved a wretch like me! I once was lost, but now
am found, was blind but now I see.”{1} He played a significant
role in the movement to abolish the slave trade.

Newton’s song and story have inspired millions. Amazing Grace
has been played at countless funerals and memorial services,
sung at civil rights events and in churches, and even hit pop
music charts when Judy Collins recorded it. It’s loved the
world over. In South Korea, a local audience asked a coworker
and me to sing them the English version; they responded by
singing it back to us in Korean.

Newton wrote the lyrics, but the tune we know today did not
become linked with them until about 1835, after his death.{2}
My university roommate and I used to try to see how many
different  tunes  would  fit  the  Amazing  Grace  lyrics.  My
favorites were Joy to the World (the Christmas carol), Ghost
Riders in the Sky, and House of the Rising Sun. Try them
sometime. They work!

Jonathan Aitken has written a biography titled John Newton:
From Disgrace to Amazing Grace.{3} Aitken sees some parallels
between his own life and his subject’s. Aitken was once a
prominent  British  parliamentarian  and  Cabinet  member,  but
perjury landed him in prison where his life took a spiritual
turn.  He’s  now  active  in  prison  ministry  and  Christian
outreach.

John Newton’s journey from slave trader to pastor and hymn
writer is stirring. But it has some surprising twists. You
see, Newton only became a slave-ship captain after he placed
his faith in Christ. And he left the slave trade not because
of his spiritual convictions, but for health reasons.



Lost and Found
Newton was the prototypical “bad boy.” His devout Christian
mother, who hoped he would become a minister, died when he was
six. He says that through much of his youth and life at sea,
“I loved sin and was unwilling to forsake it.”{4} At times, “I
pretended to talk of virtue,” he wrote, “yet my delight and
habitual  practice  was  wickedness.”{5}  He  espoused  a
“freethinking”  rationalist  philosophy  and  renounced  the
Christian faith.{6}

Flogged  and  demoted  by  the  Navy  for  desertion,  he  became
depressed, considered suicide, and thought of murdering his
captain.{7} Traded to work on a slave ship, Newton says, “I
was exceedingly wretched. . . . I not only sinned with a high
hand myself, but made it my study to tempt and seduce others
upon every occasion.”{8}

In West Africa he partnered with a slave trader and negotiated
with African chiefs to obtain slaves.{9} Life was good, he
recalled. “We lived as we pleased, business flourished, and
our employer was satisfied.”{10} Aitken, the biographer, says
Newton engaged in sexual relations with female slaves.{11}

One day on another ship, Newton was reading—casually, “to pass
away the time”—an edition of Thomas à Kempis’ classic, On the
Imitation of Christ. He wondered, “What if these things were
true?”  Dismayed,  he  “shut  the  book  quickly.”  {12}  Newton
called himself a terrible “blasphemer” who had rejected God
completely.{13}  But  then,  as  Forrest  Gump  might  say,  God
showed up.

That  night,  a  violent  storm  flooded  the  ship  with  water.
Fearing for his life, Newton surprised himself by saying, “The
Lord have mercy on us!” Spending long hours at the ship’s
helm, he reflected on his life and rejection of God. At first,
he thought his shortcomings too great to be forgiven. Then, he
says, “I . . . began to think of . . . Jesus whom I had so



often derided . . . of His life and of His death . . . for
sins not His own, but for those who in their distress should
put their trust in Him.”{14}

In coming days, the New Testament story of the prodigal son
(Luke 15) particularly impressed him. He became convinced of
the truth of Jesus’ message and his own need for it. “I was no
longer an atheist,” he writes. “I was sincerely touched with a
sense of undeserved mercy in being brought safe through so
many dangers. . . . I was a new man.”{15}

Newton discovered that the “new man” would not become perfect.
Maturation would be a process, as we’ll see.

From Slave-Ship Captain to Pastor
After his dramatic experience at sea, Newton saw changes in
his life. He attended church, read spiritual books, prayed,
and  spoke  outwardly  of  his  commitment.  But  his  faith  and
behavior  would  take  many  twists  on  the  road  toward
maturity.{16}

Newton set sail again on a slave ship, seeing no conflict
between  slaving  and  his  new  beliefs.  Later  he  led  three
voyages as a slave-ship captain. Newton studied the Bible. He
held Sunday worship services for his crew on board ship.{17}

Church  services  on  a  slave  ship?  This  seems  absolutely
disgusting today. How could a dedicated Christian participate
in slave trading? Newton, like many of his contemporaries, was
still a work-in-progress. Slavery was generally accepted in
his  world  as  a  pillar  of  British  economy;  few  yet  spoke
against it. As Aitken points out, this cultural disconnect
doesn’t  excuse  Christian  slave  trading,  but  it  does  help
explain it.

During my youth in the US south, I was appalled by racism I
observed,  more  so  when  church  members  practiced  it.  I
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concluded that some merely masqueraded as followers of Jesus.
Others had genuine faith but—by choice or confusion—did not
faithfully follow God. It takes years for some to change.
Others  never  do.  Aitken  observes  that  in  1751,  Newton’s
spiritual conscience “was at least twenty years away from
waking up to the realization that the Christian gospel and
human slavery were irreconcilable.”{18}

Two days before he was to embark on his fourth slave-trading
voyage as ship’s captain, a mysterious illness temporarily
paralyzed Newton. His doctors advised him not to sail. The
replacement captain was later murdered in a shipboard slave
uprising.{19}

Out  of  the  slave  trade,  Newton  became  a  prominent  public
official in Liverpool. He attended Christian meetings and grew
in  his  faith.  The  prominent  speaker  George  Whitfield
encouraged  him.{20}  Life  still  brought  temptations.  Newton
engaged in the common practice of accepting kickbacks until a
business  ethics  pamphlet  by  Methodism  founder  John  Wesley
prompted him to stop, at significant loss of income.{21}

Eventually, Newton sought to become an ordained minister, but
opposing  church  leaders  prevented  this  for  six  years.
Intervention by the Earl of Dartmouth—benefactor of Dartmouth
College  in  the  US—helped  launch  his  formal  ministry.{22}
Newton  was  to  significantly  impact  a  young  Member  of
Parliament who would help rescue an oppressed people and a
nation’s character.

Newton and Wilberforce: Faith in Action
William Wilberforce was a rising star in Parliament and seemed
destined for political greatness. As a child he had often
heard John Newton speak but later rejected the faith. As an
adult, conversations with a Cambridge professor had helped
lead him to God. He considered leaving Parliament and entering
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the ministry. In 1785, he sought the advice of his old pastor,
Newton.

Newton advised Wilberforce not to leave politics. “I hope the
Lord will make him a blessing, both as a Christian and as a
statesman,”  Newton  later  explained.{23}  His  advice  proved
pivotal.  Wilberforce  began  attending  Newton’s  church  and
spending  time  with  him  privately.  Newton  became  his
mentor.{24}

Perhaps you’ve seen the motion picture Amazing Grace that
portrays Wilberforce’s twenty-year parliamentary struggle to
outlaw the trading of slaves. If you missed it in theaters, I
encourage you see it on DVD. It was after spending a day with
Newton that Wilberforce recorded in his diary his decision to
focus on abolishing the slave trade.{25} During the arduous
abolition campaign, Wilberforce sometimes considered giving up
and quitting Parliament. Newton encouraged him to persist,
reminding him of another public figure, the biblical Daniel,
who, Newton said, “trusted in the Lord, was faithful . . . and
. . . though he had enemies they could not prevail against
him.”{26}

Newton’s biblical worldview had matured to the point that he
became active in the abolition movement. In 1788, he published
a widely circulated pamphlet, Thoughts Upon the African Slave
Trade. “I hope it will always be a subject of humiliating
reflection  to  me,”  he  wrote,  “that  I  was  once  an  active
instrument in a business at which my heart now shudders.”{27}
His pamphlet detailed horrors of the slave trade and argued
against it on moral and practical grounds.

Abolitionists sent a copy to every member of both Houses of
Parliament.  Newton  testified  before  important  parliamentary
committees.  He  described  chains,  overcrowded  quarters,
separated  families,  sexual  exploitation,  flogging,  beating,
butchering.  The  Christian  slave-ship  captain  who  once  was
blind to his own moral hypocrisy now could see.{28} Jonathan
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Aitken says, “Newton’s testimony was of vital importance in
converting public opinion to the abolitionist cause.”{29}

Wilberforce and his colleagues finally prevailed. In early
1807 Britain outlawed the slave trade. On December 21 of that
year, grace finally led John Newton home to his Maker.

Lessons from a Life of Amazing Grace
John Newton encountered “many dangers, toils, and snares” on
his life’s voyage from slaver to pastor, hymn writer, mentor,
and abolitionist. What lessons does his life hold? Here are a
few.

Moral maturation can take time. Newton the morally corrupt
slave trader embraced faith in Jesus, then continued slave
trading.  Only  years  later  did  his  moral  and  spiritual
conscience catch up on this issue with the high principles of
the One he followed. We should hold hypocrites accountable,
but realize that blinders don’t always come off quickly. One
bumper sticker I like reads, “Please be patient; God is not
finished with me yet.”

Humility became a hallmark of Newton’s approach to life. He
learned to recognize his shortcomings. While revising some of
his  letters  for  publication,  he  noted  in  his  diary  his
failures to follow his own advice: “What cause have I for
humiliation!” he exclaimed. “Alas! . . . How defective [I am]
in  observing  myself  the  rules  and  cautions  I  propose  to
others!”{30} Near the end of his life, Newton told a visitor,
“My memory is nearly gone, but I remember two things: That I
am a great sinner and that Christ is a great Savior.”{31}

Newton related Jesus’ message to current events and everyday
life. For him, faith was not some dull, dusty, irrelevant
relic  but  a  living  relationship  with  God,  having  immense
personal and social relevance. He grew to see its import in
fighting  the  slave  trade.  He  used  both  the  Bible  and



friendship to encourage Wilberforce. He tied his teaching to
the news of the day, seeking to connect people’s thoughts with
the beliefs that had changed his life.{32}

Newton  was  grateful  for  what  he  saw  as  God’s  providence.
Surviving the storm at sea that helped point him to faith was
a prime example, but there were many others. As a child, he
was nearly impaled in a riding accident.{33} Several times he
narrowly  missed  possible  drowning.{34}  A  shooting  accident
that could have killed him merely burned part of his hat.{35}
He often expressed gratitude to God.

Have you ever considered writing your own epitaph? What will
it say? Here’s part of what Newton wrote for his epitaph. It’s
inscribed  on  his  tomb:  “John  Newton.  Once  an  infidel  and
libertine, a servant of slaves in Africa was by the rich mercy
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ preserved, restored,
pardoned  and  appointed  to  preach  the  faith  he  had  long
laboured to destroy.”{36}
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Slavery,  William  Wilberforce
and the Film “Amazing Grace”
The transatlantic trade in slavery was outlawed 200 years ago.
This anniversary is marked by the release of Amazing Grace,em>
a feature film about abolitionist William Wilberforce. Byron
Barlowe argues that his life is an exemplar of how God can use
faith, moral bravery along with biblical thinking and long-
term action—even against tough odds—to transform culture for
good.

You may have caught the buzz surrounding the film Amazing
Grace,  still  in  theaters  nationwide  at  this  writing.  It
premiered just in time to celebrate the anti-slavery campaign
led by William Wilberforce, which outlawed{1} transatlantic
slavery 200 years ago.
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Culturally active Christians, especially, hail the film as a
refreshingly  well-done  cinematic  rendering  of  a  historical
hero that will be worth viewing and, if you’re so inclined,
owning. Wilberforce’s story is an exemplar of how God can use
faith, moral bravery along with biblical thinking and long-
term action to transform culture for good.

Slavery then & now
The term “slavery” usually evokes images of forced-émigrés
from Africa in the American South from the advent of the
American colonies. Yet, slavery in some form is a feature of
life in much of the world’s history and may be more rampant
today than ever before. From indentured servants who willingly
pledged submission to their masters to those bought and sold
as property—as in the American and British systems—to those
held in present-day fear and financial bondage right under our
modern noses, slavery is simply a hard fact.

According  to  Probe  writer  Rusty  Wright,  the  18th  Century
British slave trade “was legal, lucrative, and brutal.”{2}
Altering that reality was a life-cause for Wilberforce and his
abolitionist brethren.

This was not always the sentiment among Christians, going back
to the early Church. Although their ancient slavery was often
more benign than in Wilberforce’s day, it surprises many to
discover that such notables as Polycarp (Bishop of Smyrna),
Clement of Alexandria, Athenagoras (Second Century Christian
philosopher), and Origen held to slavery as a God-given right.
Later Church luminaries such as St. Bonaventure agreed. Pope
Paul III even granted the right of clergy to own slaves.{3}

Latin  America’s  pre-Columbian  slave-based  culture  was
prodigious, but how much does one hear of this or the claim
that the Church ended it? Author Nancy Pearcey tells of a
Mexican  man  [who]  spoke  from  the  audience  at  a  recent



conference:

My ancestors were the Aztecs. We were the biggest slave
traders, and the slaves were used for human sacrifice—to make
the sun rise each day! Our Aztec priests ripped out the
beating hearts from living slaves who were sacrificed in our
temples….

I don’t like it. I am not proud of it…. It is part of our
history. We have to face up to it.

Pointing  out  the  unique  ameliorative  influence  of  the
Christian  faith  as  contrasted  with  Islam,  he  added:

And the slavery and human sacrifice in Mexico only stopped
when Christianity came and brought it to an end. That is the
fact of history. When are the Arabs going to face up to the
facts of their own history, and to what is going on in many
Muslim countries today? When are they going to rise up like
the Christians to bring this slavery in their own countries
to an end?{4}

Using the film as a launching pad, present-day abolitionist
groups continue a campaign to publicize and eradicate modern-
day slavery. According to World magazine, “today 27 million
people live on in captivity, their lives worth far less than
any  colonial  era  slave.”{5}  “About  17,000  are  trafficked
annually in the United States.”{6}

Relative to the chattel slaves of Wilberforce’s day, for which
owners  paid  heavy  prices  and  held  title  deeds,  today’s
illegally held human “property” comes cheap—and blends in.
Most are in debt bondage, some are contract laborers living
under harsh conditions, and others are forced into marriage
and prostitution. “Human trafficking, which ensnares 600,000
to 800,000 people a year, is the newest slave trade and the
world’s third-largest criminal business after drugs and arms



dealing.”{7}

Contemporary abolitionist, hands-on human rights campaigner,
member of the British House of Lords and professed follower of
Christ, the Baroness Caroline Cox points out that obliteration
of the white slave trade lends hope to modern-day campaigns.
“There have been many slaveries, but there has been only one
abolition,  which  eventually  shattered  even  the  rooted  and
ramified slave systems of the Old World.”{8}

An  “alliance  of  modern  Wilberforces”  includes  “lawmakers,
clergy, layers, bureaucrats, missionaries, social workers, and
even  reclusive  Colorado  billionaire  Philip  Anschutz,”  who
bankrolled the film Amazing Grace.{9} They seek to repeat
Wilberforce’s success.

Opposition in Wilberforce’s day
Wilberforce  and  his  compatriots  faced  an  entrenched  pro-
slavery culture. “…The entire worldview of the British Empire
was what we today call social Darwinism. The rich and the
powerful preyed on and abused the poor and the weak.”{10}

The  British  royal  family  sanctioned  slavery.  The  great
military hero of the day, Admiral Lord Nelson, denounced “the
damnable  doctrine  of  Wilberforce  and  his  hypocritical
allies.”{11}

Once  again,  the  religious  climate  of  the  day  tolerated
institutionalized  evil.  In  a  chapter  entitled  “Slavery
Abolished: A Christian Achievement” in his sweeping book How
Christianity Changed the World, Alvin J. Schmidt writes, “A
London church council decision of 1102, which had outlawed
slavery  and  the  slave  trade{12},  was  ignored.”  Schmidt
continues regarding religious hypocrisy, that the “revival of
slavery” in Wilberforce’s time in Britain, Spain, Portugal and
their  colonies  “…was  lamentable  because  this  time  it  was
implemented by countries whose proponents of slavery commonly



identified  themselves  as  Christians,  whereas  during  the
African  and  Greco-Roman  eras,  slavery  was  the  product  of
pagans.”{13}

Most  compellingly,  Wilberforce’s  convictions  put  his  own
welfare at risk. Twice, West Indian sea captains threatened
Wilberforce’s life.{14} This campaign was not a casual cause
célèbre to him.

Wilberforce biographer Eric Metaxas states:

…The moral and social behavior of the entire culture…was
hopelessly brutal, violent, selfish, and vulgar. He hoped to
restore civility and Christian values to British society,
because he knew that only then would the poor be lifted out
of their misery.

Wilberforce’s Secret: learn to disagree
agreeably{15}
It  has  been  fashionable,  on  occasion,  to  lionize  William
Wilberforce to the point of exaggeration. However, we can
legitimately  extract  godly,  courageous  and  wise  principles
from his life’s story.

Holding fast to a distinctively biblical worldview will often
come smack into conflict with the most cherished societal sins
of one’s day. It was slavery then, you name the issue today:
abortion, gluttony, gambling, pornography, human trafficking.
Yet, many a well-meaning activist has fallen prey to a crass
loss of civility in the long battle to turn the tide of public
opinion and policy.

Metaxas contrasts:

Wilberforce understood the Scripture about being wise as
serpents and gentle as doves. He was a very wise man who



worked with those from other views to further the causes God
had  called  him  to.  Because  of  the  depth  of  his  faith,
Wilberforce  was  a  genuinely  humble  man  who  treated  his
enemies with grace—and of course that had great practical
results.

Just as Cambridge professor Isaac Milner, his mentor to faith
in Christ, had once stood against Wilberforce’s skepticism
agreeably, so he learned to do politically. He was relevant,
shrewd,  yet  genuine.  “Wilberforce  wasn’t  full  of  pious
platitudes. He really had the ability to translate the things
of God in a way that people could really hear what he was
saying,” Metaxas says.

Even privately, his actions forcefully, yet humbly, disagreed
with prevailing cultural winds. Metaxas describes his serious
conviction to spend significant time raising his six children,
certainly uncommon for fathers in his day. One lasting result:
“because of his fame [this] set the fashion with regard to
family togetherness and being together on Sundays that lasted
far into the 19th and even 20th centuries.”

The Christian worldview drove Wilberforce
and  his  predecessors  to  oppose  slavery
and its effects
Wilberforce gained a reputation as a man of faith. Sir Walter
Scott credited Wilberforce with being a spiritual leader among
Parliamentarians.  Biographer  John  Stoughton  wrote  that  his
effectiveness as speaker was greatest when he “appealed to the
Christian  consciences  of  Englishmen.”{16}  Nonetheless,
Wilberforce was his own biggest proponent of his need for
grace.

The doctrines of sola fide (“by faith alone”) and sola gratia
(“by  grace  alone”)  formed  the  foundation  of  Wilberforce’s



theology, or how he viewed God and His relation to the world.
Metaxas relates, “He really knew that he was as wicked a
sinner as the worst slave trader—without that sense of one’s
own  sinfulness,  it’s  very  easy  to  become  a  moralizing
Pharisee.”

Author and pastor John Piper writes:

…The  doctrine  of  justification  is  essential  to  right
living—and that includes political living…. [The “Nominal
Christians” or Christians in name only, of Wilberforce’s day]
got things backward: First they strived for moral uplift, and
then appealed to God for approval. That is not the Christian
gospel. And it will not transform a nation. It would not
sustain a politician through 11 parliamentary defeats over 20
years of vitriolic opposition.{17}

The Apostle Paul wrote, “Where the Spirit of the Lord is,
there is freedom.”{18} Sometimes it takes 20 years or much
longer  for  the  Spirit  to  move  an  entire  culture!  God  is
patient and works with our free wills, but accomplishes His
purposes in the end.

Paul wrote several other times in Scripture regarding slavery.
He told Philemon to treat his own slave as a brother. That is,
lose the slave, gain a spiritual brother.

To the church in Galatia, Paul wrote that there was “neither
Jew nor Greek, slave nor free…for you are all one in Christ
Jesus.”{19}  The  status  of  slave  was  subsumed  under  the
category  of  believer,  where  all  are  equal.  “…Given  the
culturally ingrained practice of slavery…in the ancient world,
Paul’s words were revolutionary. The Philemon and Galatians
passages laid the groundwork for the abolition of slavery,
then and for the future.”{20}

Anti-Slavery positions were commonplace in the Early Church.
Slaves worshiped and communed with Christians at the same



altar. Christians often freed slaves, even redeemed the slaves
of  others{21}  (much  like  contemporary  believers  who  buy
freedom for Sudanese slaves). This equal treatment of slaves
sometimes set Christians up as targets of persecution.{22}

Christianity is no stranger to abolition throughout history.
Schmidt writes:

…The effort to remove slavery, whether it was Wilberforce in
Britain  or  the  abolitionists  in  America,  was  not  a  new
phenomenon in Christianity. Nor were the efforts of Martin
Luther King, Jr. and the American civil rights laws of the
1960s  to  remove  racial  segregation  new  to  the  Christian
ethic.  They  were  merely  efforts  to  restore  Christian
practices that were already in existence in Christianity’s
primal days.{23}

The film Blood Diamond graphically portrays child soldiers
brutally manipulated to do the killing for a rebel group in
Africa, an actual contemporary tragedy. In the story’s only
bright spot, a gentle, fatherly African offers an apologetic
for his work to rescue and rehabilitate boy warriors. The
message  is  straightforward:  do  what  you  can  in  the  moral
morass, for “who knows which path leads to God?”

Wilberforce  found  the  path—the  Way,  the  Truth  and  the
Life{24}—and  it  continues  to  light  the  way  for  people  in
bondage today. But it’s only just begun, once again.
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In Defense of History
Don  Closson  critiques  the  postmodern  notion  that  we  have
limited or no access to history, except through biased lenses.
He vies for a humble, but confident view of history as a
scholarly pursuit, while writing in defense of history as a
bedrock of Christian truth claims.

A convenient claim of our postmodern times is that historical
truth does not exist, or, at the very least, is not accessible
to  us.  It  is  fashionable  to  believe  that  all  historical
writing  is  fiction  in  the  sense  that  it  is  one  person’s
subjective opinion. History as an enterprise is more like the
creation  of  literature,  say  some,  than  a  scientific
investigation. Because we cannot be certain about the events
of history, all perspectives must be treated as equally valid.
One historian has written, “The Postmodern view that language
could not relate to anything but itself must . . . entail the
dissolution  of  history  .  .  .  and  necessarily  jeopardizes
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historical study as normally understood.”{1}

 If history is something that we create rather than
uncover  via  the  rules  of  scientific  historical
research, why do history at all? The postmodern
response  is  that  all  history  is  politically
motivated.  French  philosopher  Michel  Foucault
became  famous  for  insisting  that  power  creates  knowledge
rather  than  the  traditional  assumption  that  knowledge  is
power. He wrote that since there is no access to value-free
historical information, the need to write about history must
come  from  the  desire  to  control  the  past  for  political
purposes.  In  effect,  all  historical  writing  is  a  form  of
propaganda.

This popular way of viewing history has dramatic implications
for  Christians  who  share  their  faith.  One  of  the  first
objections  that  a  Christian  is  likely  to  encounter  when
sharing the Gospel is the denial of any confident access to
what has happened in the past. Since Christianity is a faith
that is tied to history, this creates an immediate impasse.
Paul says in 1 Corinthians 15 that if Christ has not been
raised from the dead in a real historical sense, then our
preaching is useless, our faith is futile, we are still in our
sins, and we are to be pitied more than all men. Christian
evangelists and apologists often point to the existence of
archeological  remains,  ancient  manuscripts,  and  written
accounts of historical events in arguing that Christianity is
a reasonable faith and that the Bible is a trustworthy and
accurate account of the life of Christ. The Judeo/Christian
tradition stands on the belief that God acts in history and
that history reflects this divine incursion.

The Argument Against History
Until  recently,  students  of  history  had  two  competing
approaches  to  their  craft  to  consider.  One  approach,
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represented  by  Sir  Geoffrey  Elton,  argued  that  historians
should focus on the documentary record left by the past in
order  to  find  the  objective  truth  about  what  actually
happened. These pieces of data are then used to construct a
narrative of political events which, in turn, becomes the core
of any serious historical writing. Put another way, it’s the
facts that count, and the facts should be used to understand
the actions and motivations of political leaders who determine
the paths taken by nations or kingdoms. All of this assumes
our ability to discover objective truth about history.

The other approach represented by E. H. Carr and his book What
is History? argues that history books and the people who write
them  are  products  of  a  given  time  and  place.  Therefore,
history  is  seen  and  written  through  the  lens  of  the
historians’ prejudices. This is often called the sociological
view of history where a study of the historian is just as
important as the comprehension of his writings.

Over the last three or four decades, Elton’s emphasis on facts
has been slowly losing ground. As one writer put it, “Few
historians  would  now  defend  the  hard-line  concept  of
historical  objectivity  espoused  by  Elton.”{2}  Even  worse,
Carr’s sociological view is being replaced by one that is even
further removed from seeing history as objective truth. The
arrival  of  postmodern  theory  in  the  1980s  eradicated  the
search  for  historical  truth  and  diminished  the  voice  of
professional historians to be just one discourse among many.

Historian David Harlan commented that by the end of the 1980s
most historians—even most working historians—had all but given
up  on  the  possibility  of  acquiring  reliable,  objective
knowledge about the past.{3} By the mid-1990s some historians
were saying that “History has been shaken right down to its
scientific  and  cultural  foundations.”{4}  An  Australian
academic went so far as to declare the killing of history.{5}

The denial of objective historical knowledge is impacting our



culture and the church. Individuals involved with a movement
called  the  Emergent  Church  generally  agree  with
postmodernity’s  denial  of  our  ability  to  know  objective
historical truth. They also claim that those who believe they
can be certain about the past are dangerous. But it is the
culture at large, and especially the unsaved that makes this
issue so important.

A Double Standard
A close look at this issue reveals a growing tendency to
utilize a double standard when it comes to determining what
happened in the past.

It seems that the only historical record that Western culture
is  certain  of  is  that  the  Nazis  committed  mass  genocide
against six million European Jews. The rest of history is
relegated to the uncertainties of our postmodern suspicions.
This  loss  of  confidence  has  become  so  extreme  that  some
nations, especially in Europe, have resorted to the force of
law to regulate what can and what cannot be said regarding
some historical events.

Let’s look at one example. France has made it a crime to deny
the Holocaust and has successfully prosecuted a number of
authors who have questioned the particulars of the event. Once
a nation goes down this path of legislated historical truth,
it’s  difficult  to  turn  back.  French  lawmakers  recently
attempted to legislate away denials of the Armenian genocide
in  1915  by  the  Turkish  Ottomans.  The  problem  with  these
actions is not the historical accuracy of the position taken
by the French government (the historical evidence supports the
French view), but rather that history is being decided by
legislative acts rather than by a consensus of historians who
hold academic standards in high regard.

The temptation to legislate historical truth lures the other
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side to legislate its own version. Turkey has now prosecuted
authors  for  admitting  the  possibility  that  the  Armenian
holocaust actually happened in 1915. It was decided that such
a view was un-Turkish.

If objective historical truth cannot be discerned, it doesn’t
make much sense to legislate one version of it. This Orwellian
response  to  a  loss  of  academic  confidence  only  creates
mistrust  and  a  greater  opportunity  for  the  abuse  or
propagandistic  use  of  history.

How should Christians respond to this battle over the past?

History  is  important  to  the  Christian  faith.  We  need  to
encourage high standards of academic scholarship, even when
the outcome doesn’t immediately support our biblical views. We
also need to humbly concede that the process will be inexact,
and that absolute certainty regarding any single event will
always escape our grasp. Our goal should be to find a middle
position between absolute certainty about what happened and
the complete despair that some postmodernists advocate.

Converging Lines of Evidence
Can we really know anything about history? Thus far we have
considered  some  of  the  arguments  against  what  is  called
objective historical knowledge or historical certainty. Let’s
look now at three ways of thinking about doing history that
might help restore confidence in the process.

The first method is called the converging lines of evidence
approach. How would this technique apply to the subject of the
Holocaust? The first sources of evidence would include written
documents and photographs from the period, including personal
letters,  official  papers,  and  business  forms.  German
administrators  were  highly  efficient  record  keepers,  thus
making significant amounts of data available. Another source
of evidence would be eyewitness accounts from survivors. These



have been carefully collected and recorded over the years.
Evidence from the physical remains of the concentration camps
themselves and inferential evidence from comparing European
population  counts  before  and  after  the  war  provide  more
resources. None of this information is taken at face value,
and no one line of evidence is conclusive. But as the evidence
accumulates our confidence in understanding the event rises
with it.

The second model for acquiring historical knowledge is called
the hermeneutical spiral. This method argues that every time
we ask a question regarding a topic, the research gives us
answers that bring us a little closer to understanding the
event. It also gives us new questions to research. Each pass
we make at understanding brings us a little closer to the
event itself. If applied to understanding Paul’s letter to the
church in Corinth, one might begin by reading the letter in
English and attempting to understand its purpose or message.
This would raise questions about Paul’s audience, prompting
research into the culture of the first century. Eventually one
might learn biblical Greek to better understand exactly what
Paul was trying to communicate. As D. A. Carson writes, “I
hold that it is possible and reasonable to speak of finite
human  beings  knowing  some  things  truly,  even  if  nothing
exhaustively or omnisciently.”{6}

The third approach is known as the fusion of horizons model.
Just as no two people have an identical view of the horizon,
no  two  people  will  have  an  identical  perspective  on  a
historical event. They will interpret the event differently
because of their cultural backgrounds. To overcome this, the
learner must try to step out of his or her current cultural
setting, with its beliefs and presuppositions, and then become
immersed in the language, ideas, and beliefs of the past,
attempting to step into the shoes of those participating in
the event itself.



History and Christianity
Bernard  Lewis,  perhaps  America’s  foremost  scholar  on  the
Middle East, writes that great efforts have been made, and
continue to be made, to falsify the record of the past and to
make history a tool of propaganda.{7} How does this falsifying
of history impact Christians and the church?

First, the Christian faith stands on a historical foundation.
Unlike  other  religious  systems,  a  real  person,  not  just
teachings or a life example, is at the center of Christianity.
Jesus provided a once-for-all payment for sin, and it is our
faith  in  that  provision  that  makes  salvation  possible.
Christians also believe that God has revealed himself through
the inspired writings of the Old and New Testaments. Since
their  influence  depends  on  both  their  antiquity  and
authenticity,  archeological  remains  and  ancient  manuscripts
are vital for making a defense for the authority of the Bible.

Second,  historical  knowledge  is  important  when  we  answer
critics  of  the  Christian  faith.  A  current  example  is  the
comparison of Islam and Christianity regarding tolerance and
civil rights. The myth of Islamic tolerance was created in the
seventeenth  century  when  French  Protestants  used  Islam  to
shame the Catholic Church.{8} Unfortunately, they had little
or no firsthand experience with the brutality of Islam towards
those under its rule. This tolerance myth has been utilized in
recent decades by Muslim writers in the West to continue the
misinformation. Only recently have scholars begun to speak out
and refute the tolerance myth and uncover the brutality of
worldwide jihad over the centuries. It is ironic that as this
program is being written, the president of Iran has convened a
conference to promote the idea that the Jewish Holocaust is a
myth created by the west to impose a homeland for the Jews in
the Middle East.

Whether it’s the Crusades, the Inquisition, or the slave trade
in the west, we need to be able to trust the consensus of



historians who are committed to high academic standards to get
an accurate picture of what actually happened so that we can
give a wise response to our critics. In some cases, we may
need to apologize for those who acted in the name of Christ
yet whose actions violated the teaching of Scripture. In other
cases, we may have to gently correct misconceptions about an
historical event in the media or in our schools that are the
result of inaccurate or incomplete information.

If  we  give  up  on  the  possibility  of  acquiring  historical
knowledge, we also give up an important tool for showing that
our faith is reasonable.
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President Kennedy’s Speeches
Recently I was invited to speak at a dinner hosted by a
Christian group at the Kennedy Museum in Dallas. They asked if
I might speak about President John F. Kennedy and relate it to
some of the issues we are dealing with today.

I began by asking them to imagine what might happen if we
could bring President Kennedy in a time machine to our time
and  place.  What  would  he  think  of  what  has  happened  in
America?

Of course, we cannot accurately predict what he might think,
but we do have his speeches that give us some insight into his
perspective on the major issues in the 1960s. And as I re-read
his great speeches, I think the audience concluded that they
said more about the change in America than anything else.

I think it would be fair to say that President Kennedy’s
speeches illustrate what was mainstream (perhaps even a bit
progressive)  back  in  the  1960s.  Today  (with  perhaps  the
exception of his speech on church/state issues) most of his
ideas would be considered right wing. And if I might be so
bold, I think it is reasonable to say that many of the leaders
of his party today would reject many of the ideas he put
forward more than forty years ago.

Foreign Policy
Let’s first look at President Kennedy’s perspective on foreign
policy.  One  of  his  best  known  speeches  is  his  inaugural
address on January 20, 1961:

Let the word go forth from this time and place, to friend and
foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new generation
of  Americans—born  in  this  century,  tempered  by  war,
disciplined by a hard and bitter peace, proud of our ancient
heritage—and unwilling to witness or permit the slow undoing
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of those human rights to which this Nation has always been
committed, and to which we are committed today at home and
around the world.

Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that
we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any foe, in order to assure the
survival and the success of liberty.

In his day, the great foreign policy challenge was communism.
The threat from the Soviet Union, as well as Red China, was
his primary focus. And he made it clear that he would bring an
aggressive foreign policy to the world in order to assure the
survival and success of liberty.

Today  the  great  foreign  policy  challenge  is  international
terrorism (which is a topic that President Kennedy addressed
in his day). And there are still threats to America and the
need to address the issue of human rights that he talked about
more  than  forty  years  ago.  America  still  needs  a  foreign
policy  that  aggressively  deals  with  terrorists  who  would
threaten our freedom and dictators who keep whole nations in
bondage.

It may surprise many to realize that more than forty years ago
President Kennedy understood the threat of terrorism. Here is
what he said to the General Assembly of the United Nations on
September 25, 1961:

Terror is not a new weapon. Throughout history it has been
used by those who could not prevail, either by persuasion or
example. But inevitably they fail, either because men are not
afraid  to  die  for  a  life  worth  living,  or  because  the
terrorists themselves came to realize that free men cannot be
frightened by threats, and that aggression would meet its own
response. And it is in the light of that history that every
nation today should know, be he friend or foe, that the



United States has both the will and the weapons to join free
men in standing up to their responsibilities.

Terrorism is with us in the twenty-first century, though the
terrorists today are primarily radical Muslims. And President
Kennedy  rightly  understood  the  threat  terrorism  posed  to
freedom. As we just saw, he proposed an aggressive foreign
policy to deal with these threats. He knew that “free men
cannot be frightened by threats.”

President Kennedy also spoke to the issue of human rights. In
his inaugural address on January 20, 1961, he quoted from the
book of Isaiah to illustrate his point:

Let both sides unite to heed in all corners of the earth the
command of Isaiah—to “undo the heavy burdens . . . and to let
the oppressed go free.”

And if a beachhead of cooperation may push back the jungle of
suspicion, let both sides join in creating a new endeavor,
not a new balance of power, but a new world of law, where the
strong are just and the weak secure and the peace preserved.

He envisioned a future world where people were not enslaved by
communism and held behind an Iron Curtain or Bamboo Curtain.
When he spoke in West Berlin on June 26, 1963, he addressed
the importance of freedom:

Freedom is indivisible, and when one man is enslaved, all are
not free. When all are free, then we can look forward to that
day when this city will be joined as one and this country and
this great Continent of Europe in a peaceful and hopeful
globe. When that day finally comes, as it will, the people of
West Berlin can take sober satisfaction in the fact that they
were in the front lines for almost two decades.

All free men, wherever they may live, are citizens of Berlin,
and, therefore, as a free man, I take pride in the words “Ich



bin ein Berliner.”

President Kennedy saw the day when men and women on both sides
of the Berlin Wall would be free.

Economic Policy
President Kennedy proposed a significant cut in taxes. Here is
what he said to the Economic Club of New York on December 14,
1962:

The  final  and  best  means  of  strengthening  demand  among
consumers and business is to reduce the burden on private
income and the deterrents to private initiative which are
imposed by our present tax system—and this administration
pledged itself last summer to an across-the-board, top-to-
bottom cut in personal and corporate income taxes to be
enacted and become effective in 1963.

I’m not talking about a ‘quickie’ or a temporary tax cut,
which would be more appropriate if a recession were imminent.
Nor am I talking about giving the economy a mere shot in the
arm, to ease some temporary complaint. I am talking about the
accumulated evidence of the last five years that our present
tax system, developed as it was, in good part, during World
War II to restrain growth, exerts too heavy a drag on growth
in peace time; that it siphons out of the private economy too
large a share of personal and business purchasing power; that
it reduces the financial incentives for personal effort,
investment, and risk-taking. In short, to increase demand and
lift the economy, the federal government’s most useful role
is not to rush into a program of excessive increases in
public  expenditures,  but  to  expand  the  incentives  and
opportunities for private expenditures.

He so believed in the need to cut taxes that he focused whole



paragraphs of his 1963 State of the Union speech on the same
topic. Here is one of those paragraphs:

For  it  is  increasingly  clear—to  those  in  government,
business, and labor who are responsible for our economy’s
success—that our obsolete tax system exerts too heavy a drag
on  private  purchasing  power,  profits,  and  employment.
Designed to check inflation in earlier years, it now checks
growth instead. It discourages extra effort and risk. It
distorts  the  use  of  resources.  It  invites  recurrent
recessions,  depresses  our  Federal  revenues,  and  causes
chronic budget deficits.

In the last few decades, many Democrat leaders have criticized
President Reagan and President Bush for comparing their tax
cut proposals to those of President Kennedy. But there are
significant  similarities.  President  Kennedy  was  not  just
proposing a quick fix or an economic “shot in the arm.” He saw
that taxes exert “a drag on growth” in the economy. If that
was true in the 1960s when the taxes on the average American
were lower than today, then it is even more true today.

Church and State
Church and state was a major issue in his campaign since he
was Catholic. So he chose to speak to the issue in front of
the  Greater  Houston  Ministerial  Alliance  on  September  12,
1960:

I believe in an America where the separation of church and
state is absolute; where no Catholic prelate would tell the
President—should he be Catholic—how to act, and no Protestant
minister would tell his parishioners for whom to vote; where
no church or church school is granted any public funds or
political  preference,  and  where  no  man  is  denied  public
office merely because his religion differs from the President
who might appoint him, or the people who might elect him.



I believe in an America that is officially neither Catholic,
Protestant  nor  Jewish;  where  no  public  official  either
requests or accept instructions on public policy from the
Pope,  the  National  Council  of  Churches  or  any  other
ecclesiastical  source;  where  no  religious  body  seeks  to
impose  its  will  directly  or  indirectly  upon  the  general
populace or the public acts of its officials, and where
religious liberty is so indivisible that an act against one
church is treated as an act against all.

For while this year it may be a Catholic against whom the
finger  of  suspicion  is  pointed,  in  other  years  it  has
been—and may someday be again—a Jew, or a Quaker, or a
Unitarian, or a Baptist. It was Virginia’s harassment of
Baptist  preachers,  for  example,  that  led  to  Jefferson’s
statute of religious freedom. Today, I may be the victim, but
tomorrow  it  may  be  you—until  the  whole  fabric  of  our
harmonious  society  is  ripped  apart  at  a  time  of  great
national peril.

We can agree with President Kennedy that religious leaders
should not demand that a politician vote a certain way. But we
live in the free society, so pastors should be free to express
their biblical perspective on social and political issues.

That is one of the reasons Representative Walter Jones has
sponsored legislation known as the “Houses of Worship Freedom
of Speech Restoration Act” to make this possible. Back in
1954, then-Senator Lyndon Johnson introduced an amendment to a
tax code revision that was being considered on the Senate
floor.  The  amendment  prohibited  all  non-profit
groups—including churches—from engaging in political activity
without  losing  their  tax-exempt  status.  The  bill  by
Representative Jones would return that right to churches and
allow pastors and churches greater freedom to speak to these
issues.



Social Issues
One issue that surfaced during Kennedy’s presidency was the
subject of school prayer. In 1962, the Supreme Court issued
its decision in Engel v. Vitale. This was President Kennedy’s
response:

We have in this case a very easy remedy, and that is to pray
ourselves. And I would think it would be a welcome reminder
to every American family that we can pray a good deal more at
home, we can attend our churches with a good deal more
fidelity, and we can make the true meaning of prayer much
more important in the lives of our children.

At the time, this may have seemed like an isolated and even
necessary  action  by  the  Supreme  Court.  Few  could  have
anticipated that this would be the beginning of the removal of
prayer, Bible reading, and even the Ten Commandments from the
classrooms of America.

So how would John F. Kennedy stand on the issue of abortion?
Well, we simply don’t know, since abortion was not a major
policy issue in 1963.

We do know that as a Catholic, he and the other Kennedys
valued life. In the 1968 election, Robert F. Kennedy was asked
about the subject of contraception. The Supreme Court handed
down its decision on contraception in the case Griswold v.
Connecticut in 1965, and so Bobby Kennedy was asked about his
views on the subject. Kennedy at that time had ten children.
He used the Kennedy wit and turned the question into a funny
line. He replied, “You mean personally or as governmental
policy?”

We do know that President Kennedy did nominate Byron White to
the  Supreme  Court.  It’s  worth  noting  that  he  and  Justice
Rehnquist were the only two dissenting votes in the case of
Roe v. Wade.



By the way, when Justice White left the court and President
Clinton nominated Ruth Bader Ginsberg, you didn’t hear anyone
in the media talk about the court shifting to the left. Byron
York, writing for National Review, did a Lexis-Nexis search
and did not find one major media outlet that talked about this
shift. By contrast, he found sixty-three times in which the
media lamented the potential shift of the court to the right
with the nomination of Judge Samuel Alito.

As we have looked at some of President Kennedy’s speeches, it
is amazing how much of the political dialogue has moved. But
to be more precise, it is America that has moved.

It reminds you of the story of a middle-aged man and wife. One
day as her husband was driving the car, she began talking
about how it used to be when they first dated. They always
held hands, they had long talks, and they used to sit next to
each other as they drove along the countryside. Finally, she
asked her husband, “Why don’t we ever sit together anymore
when we drive?” He glanced over and said to her, “I’m not the
one who moved.”

Reading President Kennedy’s speeches remind us that America
has moved. Maybe it’s time to get back to where we belong.

© 2006 Probe Ministries
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Colonial America
Two dark chapters in American history are slavery and the
treatment  of  the  American  Indian.  We  have  an  article  on
slavery, and in this article we will focus briefly on the
story of the American Indians (or Native Americans).

It is difficult to estimate the number of Indians in the
Western Hemisphere. In Central and South America, there were
advanced civilizations like the Aztecs in Mexico and the Incas
in Peru. So it is estimated there was a population of about
twenty million before the Europeans came. By contrast, the
Indian tribes north of what is now the Mexican border were
“still at the hunter-gatherer stage in many cases, and engaged
in perpetual warfare” and numbered perhaps one million.{1}

One of the best-known stories from colonial America is the
story of John Smith and Pocahontas. John Smith was the third
leader of Jamestown. He traded with the Indians and learned
their language. He also learned how they hunted and fished.

On one occasion, Smith was captured by the Indians and brought
before Chief Powhatan. As the story goes, a young princess by
the name of Pocahontas laid her head across Smith’s chest and
pleaded with her father to spare his life. This may have been
an act of courage or part of the Indian ceremony. In either
case, Smith was made an honorary chief of the tribe.

Although the Disney cartoon about Pocahontas ends at this
point,  it  is  worth  noting  that  she  later  met  an  English
settler and traveled to England. There she adopted English
clothing, became a Christian, and was baptized.

Another  famous  story  involves  Squanto.  He  was  originally
kidnapped  in  1605  and  taken  to  England  where  he  learned
English and was eventually able to return to New England. When
he found his tribe had been wiped out by a plague, he lived
with  a  neighboring  tribe.  Squanto  then  learned  that  the



Pilgrims were at Plymouth, so he came to them and showed them
how to plant corn and fertilize with fish. He later converted
to Christianity. William Bradford said that Squanto “was a
special instrument sent of God for their good beyond their
expectation.”{2}

These  stories  are  typical  of  the  some  of  the  initial
interactions between the Indians and the colonists. Relations
between the two were usually peaceful, but as we will see, the
peace was a fragile one.

Many of the settlers owed their lives to the Indians and
learned  many  important  skills  involving  hunting,  trapping,
fishing, and farming. Roger Williams purchased land from the
Indians to start Providence, Rhode Island, and William Penn
bought  land  from  the  Indians  who  lived  in  present-day
Pennsylvania. Others, however, merely took the land and began
what became the dark chapter of exploitation of the American
Indians.

Indian Wars in New England
Let’s take a look at the history of Indians in New England.

One of the leaders in New England was Roger Williams. He
believed that it was right and proper to bring Christianity to
the Indians. Unfortunately, “few New Englanders took trouble
to instruct Indians in Christianity. What they all wanted to
do  was  to  dispossess  them  of  their  land  and  traditional
hunting preserves.”{3}

Williams thought this was unchristian and argued that title to
all Indian lands should be negotiated at a fair price. He felt
anything less was sinful.{4}

Because of this, his Rhode Island colony gained the reputation
of being a place where Indians were honored and protected.
That colony managed to avoid any conflict with the Indians



until King Philip’s War.

King Philip’s War was perhaps the most devastating war between
the colonists and the Indians living in the New England area.
There had been peace until that time between the Pilgrims and
the Wampanoag tribe due to their peace treaty signed in the
1620s.

The war was named for King Philip who was the son of Chief
Massasoit. His Indian name was Metacom, but he was called King
Philip by the English because he adopted European dress and
customs.  In  1671,  he  was  questioned  by  the  colonists  and
fined. They also demanded that the Wampanoag surrender their
arms.

In  1675,  a  Christian  Indian  who  had  been  working  as  an
informer  to  the  colonists  was  murdered  (probably  by  King
Philip’s  order).  Three  Indians  were  tried  for  murder  and
executed. In retaliation, King Philip led his men against the
settlers. At one point they came within twenty miles of Boston
itself.  If  he  could  have  organized  a  coalition  of  Indian
tribes, he might have extinguished the entire colony.

Throughout  the  summer  and  fall  of  1675,  Philip  and  his
followers destroyed farms and townships over a large area. The
Massachusetts governor dispatched military against the Indians
with the conflict ending in the fall of 1677 when Philip was
killed in battle.

The war was costly to the colonists in terms of lives and
finances. It also resulted in the near extermination of many
of the tribes in southern New England.

The Pequot War in the 1630s developed initially because of
conflict  between  Indian  tribes.  It  began  with  a  dispute
between the Pequots and the Mohicans in the Connecticut River
area  over  valuable  shoreline  where  shells  and  beads  were
collected for wampum.



Neither the English nor the nearby Dutch came to the aid of
the Mohicans. Thus, the Pequots became bold and murdered a
number of settlers. In response, the Massachusetts governor
sent armed vessels to destroy two Indian villages. The Pequots
retaliated  by  attacking  Wethersfield,  Connecticut,  killing
nine people and abducting two others.{5}

The  combined  forces  of  the  Massachusetts  and  Connecticut
militia set out to destroy the Pequot. They surrounded the
main Pequot fort in 1637 and slaughtered five hundred Indians
(men, women, and children). The village was set fire, and most
who tried to escape were shot or clubbed to death.{6}

Post Revolutionary America
Chief Tecumseh was a Shawnee chief who lived in the Ohio River
Valley and benefited from the British. During the War of 1812,
the British had a policy of organizing and arming minorities
against the United States. Not only did they liberate black
slaves,  but  they  armed  and  trained  many  of  the  Indian
tribes.{7}

As thousands of settlers moved into this area, the Indians
were divided as to whether to attack American settlements.
Tecumseh was not one of them. He refused to sign any treaties
with  the  government  and  organized  an  Indian  resistance
movement against the settlers.

Together with his brother Tenskwatawa, who was also known as
“the Prophet,” he called for a war against the white man: “Let
the white race perish! They seize your land. They corrupt your
women. They trample on the bones of your dead . . . . Burn
their  dwellings—destroy  their  stock—slay  their  wives  and
children  that  their  very  breed  may  perish!  War  now!  War
always! War on the living! War on the dead!”{8}

Tecumseh and “the Prophet” met with other Indian tribes in
order to unite them into a powerful Indian confederacy. This



confederacy began to concern government authorities especially
when the militant Creeks (known as the Red Sticks because they
carried bright red war clubs) joined and began to massacre the
settlers.

General William Henry Harrison was at that time the governor
of the Indiana Territory (he later became president). While
Tecumseh was recruiting more Indian tribes, Harrison’s army
defeated  fighters  led  by  “the  Prophet”  at  the  Tippecanoe
River.  This  victory  was  later  used  in  his  presidential
campaign (“Tippecanoe and Tyler too”).

American settlers as well as some Indian tribes attempted to
massacre the Creeks in the south. When this attempt failed,
they retreated to Fort Mims. The Creeks took the fort and
murdered over five hundred men, women, and children and took
away two hundred fifty scalps on poles.{9}

At this point, Major-General Andrew Jackson was told to take
his troops south and avenge the disaster. Those who joined him
included David Crockett and Samuel Houston. Two months after
the massacre, Jackson surrounded an Indian village and sent in
his men to destroy it. David Crockett said: “We shot them like
dogs.”{10}

A  week  later,  Jackson  won  a  pitched  battle  at  Talladega,
attacking a thousand Creeks and killing three hundred of them.
He then moved against the Creeks at Horseshoe Bend. When the
Indians  would  not  surrender,  they  were  slain.  Over  five
hundred were killed within the fort and another three hundred
drowned trying to escape in the river. Shortly after this
decisive battle, the remaining Creeks surrendered.

Trail of Tears
The Cherokee called Georgia home, and they were an advanced
Indian civilization. Their national council went back to 1792
and  had  a  written  legal  code  since  1808.  They  had  a



representative form of government (with eight congressional
districts). But the settlers moving into the state continued
to take their land.

When Andrew Jackson was elected president in 1828, it sealed
the fate of the Indians. “In his inaugural address he insisted
that  the  integrity  of  the  state  of  Georgia,  and  the
Constitution  of  the  United  States,  came  before  Indian
interests,  however  meritorious.”{11}

In 1830, Congress passed the “Indian Removal Act.” This act
forced Indians who were organized tribally and living east of
the Mississippi River to move west to Indian Territory. It
also authorized the president to use force if necessary. Many
Americans  were  against  the  act,  including  Tennessee
Congressman Davy Crockett. It passed anyway and was quickly
signed by President Jackson.

The Indian tribes most affected by the act were the so-called
“civilized tribes” that had adopted many of the ways of the
white  settlers  (Choctaw,  Chickasaw,  Creek,  Seminole,  and
Cherokee). The Cherokees had actually formed an independent
Cherokee Nation.

Cherokee  leader  John  Ross  went  to  Washington  to  ask  the
Supreme Court to rule in favor of his people and allow them to
keep their land. In 1832, Chief Justice John Marshall and the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the Cherokee Nation was not
subject to the laws of the United States and therefore had a
right to their land. The Cherokee would have to agree to
removal in a treaty (which would also have to be ratified by
the Senate).

A treaty with one of the Cherokee leaders gave Jackson the
legal  document  he  needed  to  remove  the  Indians.  The  U.S.
Senate ratified the treaty by one vote over the objections of
such leaders as Daniel Webster and Henry Clay.

In  one  of  the  saddest  chapters  in  American  history,  the



Indians were taken from their land, herded into makeshift
forts, and forced to march a thousand miles. Often there was
not enough food or shelter. Four thousand Cherokees died on
the march to Oklahoma. This forced removal has been called
“the Trail of Tears.”

The Seminole resisted this forced march. Their leader Osceola
fought the U.S. Army in the swamps of Florida with great
success. However, when the Seminoles raised the white flag in
truce, the U.S. Army seized Osceola. He died in prison a year
later.

Those  who  made  it  to  Oklahoma  did  not  fare  much  better.
Although Oklahoma was Indian Territory, settlers began to show
interest in the land. So the government began to push Indians
onto smaller and smaller reservations. The final blow came
with the Homestead Act of 1862 which gave one hundred sixty
acres to anyone who paid a ten-dollar filing fee and agreed to
improve the land for five years.

Indian Wars in the West
Until the 1860s, the Plains Indians were not significantly
affected by the white man. But the advance of the settlers and
the  transcontinental  railroad  had  a  devastating  impact  on
their way of life. The railroads cut the Great Plains in half
so that the west was no longer the place where the buffalo
roam. Prospectors ventured onto Indians lands seeking valuable
minerals.  So  it  was  inevitable  that  war  would  break  out.
Between 1869 and 1878, over two hundred pitched battles took
place  primarily  with  the  Sioux,  Apache,  Comanche,  and
Cheyenne.

The impact of an endless stream of settlers had the effect of
forcing  the  Plains  Indians  onto  smaller  and  smaller
reservations.  Even  though  the  government  signed  various
treaties with the Indians, they were almost always broken.



Approximately three hundred seventy treaties were signed from
1778 to 1871 while an estimated eighty or ninety agreements
were also entered into between 1871 and 1906.{12}

One  of  the  most  famous  Indian  battles  was  “Custer’s  Last
Stand.” Sioux and Cheyenne warriors, led by Crazy Horse and
Sitting  Bull,  fought  against  Lieutenant  Colonel  George
Armstrong  Custer.  The  Battle  of  Little  Big  Horn  actually
wasn’t much of a battle. Custer was ordered to observe a large
Sioux camp. But he decided to attack even though he was warned
they might be greatly outnumbered. It turns out they were
outnumbered ten to one. Within an hour, Custer and all his men
were dead.

Custer’s  defeat  angered  many  Americans,  so  the  government
fought  even  more  aggressively  against  the  Indians.  Many
historians believe that the anger generated by “Custer’s Last
Stand” led to the slaughter of Sioux men, women, and children
at Wounded Knee in 1890. After the death of Sitting Bull, a
band of Sioux fled into the badlands, where they were captured
by the 7th Cavalry. The Sioux were ordered disarmed, but an
Indian fired a gun and wounded an officer. The U.S. troops
opened fire, and within minutes almost two hundred men, women,
and children were killed.

The Apache leader Geronimo led many successful attacks against
the  army.  By  1877,  the  Apache  had  been  forced  onto
reservations. But on two separate occasions, Geronimo planned
escapes and led resistance efforts from mountain camps in
Mexico. He finally surrendered in 1886.

Chief  Joseph  of  the  Nez  Percé  in  the  Northwest  built
friendships  with  trappers  and  traders  since  the  first
expedition by Lewis and Clark. He refused to sign treaties
with  the  government  that  would  give  up  their  homeland.
Eventually fighting broke out, so Chief Joseph led his people
to Canada. Unfortunately, they were surrounded by soldiers
just  forty  miles  from  Canada.  Chief  Joseph  died  at  a



reservation  in  Washington  State  in  1904.

This is the sad and tragic story of the American Indian in
American history. We cannot change our history, and we should
not rewrite our history. Neither should we ignore the history
of the American Indian in the United States.
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The Christmas Story: Does It
Still Matter?
Christmas  often  means  time  with  family,  hectic  shopping,
parties, cards and gifts. But what about the first Christmas?
Why is the original story—the baby in a manger, shepherds,
wise men, angels—important, if at all? The answer may surprise
you.

What  does  Christmas  mean  to  you?  Times  with  family  and
friends?  Perhaps  carols,  cards,  television  specials.  Maybe
hectic shopping, parties, and eating too much.

All these and more are part of North American Christmas. But
what about the first Christmas? Why is the original story—the
baby in a manger, shepherds, wise men, angels—important, if at
all?

May I invite you to consider eight reasons why the original
Christmas story matters, even to you? You may not agree with
all of them, but perhaps they will stimulate your thinking and
maybe even kindle some feelings that resonate with that famous
story.

First, the Christmas story is important because it is. . .

A Story that Has Endured
For  two  millennia,  people  have  told  of  the  child  in  a
Bethlehem  manger;  of  angels  who  announced  his  birth  to
shepherds; of learned men who traveled a great distance to
view him.{1}

That  a  story  persists  for  many  years  does  not  prove  its
truthfulness. Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and the tooth
fairy survive in the popular imagination. But a twenty-century
tenure at least merits our consideration. What deep human
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longings  does  the  Christmas  story  portray?  Why  has  it
connected so profoundly with millions of people? Is the story
factual? Curiosity prompts further investigation.

Second, the Christmas story is also . . .

A Story of Hope and Survival
Jesus’ society knew great pain and oppression. Rome ruled.
Corrupt tax collectors burdened the people. Some religious
leaders even sanctioned physical beating of Jewish citizens
participating in compulsory religious duties.{2}

Joseph and his pregnant wife Mary traveled a long distance to
Bethlehem to register for a census but could not obtain proper
lodging. Mary bore her baby and laid him in a manger, a
feeding trough for animals. Eventually, King Herod sought to
kill the baby. Warned of impending risk, Joseph and Mary fled
to Egypt, then returned home after Herod’s death.

Imagine  how  Mary  felt.  Traveling  while  pregnant  would  be
challenging. Fleeing to another nation lest some king slay
your son would not be pleasant. Yet she, Joseph, and Jesus
survived the ordeal.

In the midst of social and cultural challenges, the Christmas
story offers hope and encouragement toward survival, hope of
new life linked to something—someone—greater than oneself. One
of Jesus’ followers said Jesus’ “name . . . [would] be the
hope of all the world.”{3}

So, the Christmas story is important because it has endured
and because it speaks of hope and survival.

Reason number three: the Christmas story is . . .



A Story of Peace and Goodwill
Christmas carolers sing of “peace on earth.” Greeting cards
extol peace, families desire it, and the news reminds us of
its fleeting nature.

I encountered ten-year-old Matt from Nebraska in a southern
California  restaurant  men’s  room  one  afternoon.  Alone  and
forlorn looking, he stood outside the lone stall.

“Could I ask a favor?” inquired the sandy haired youth. “The
door to this stall has no lock. Would you watch and be sure
that no one comes in on me?” “Sure,” I replied, happy to guard
his privacy. Matt noted, “In a lot of nice restaurants the
stall doors don’t have locks.” “I know,” I agreed. “You’d
think they would.”

After a pause, his high-pitched voice said, “You know what I
wish? I wish there could be peace in all the earth and no more
arguments or fighting so no one would have to die except by
heart attacks.” “That would be great,” I agreed. “How do you
think that could happen?” Matt didn’t know.

“It seems that the Prince of Peace could help,” I suggested.
“Do you know who that is?” He didn’t. “Well, at Christmas, we
talk a lot about Jesus as the Prince of Peace,” I explained.

“Oh, I see,” conceded Matt. “I don’t know about those things
because I don’t go to church. Do you know what it’s like to be
the only boy in your town who doesn’t go to church? I do.”

“Well, I’m a church member,” I replied, “but really the most
important  thing  is  knowing  Jesus  Christ  as  your  personal
friend. When I was eighteen, some friends explained to me that
He died and rose again for me and that I could begin a
relationship with Him. It made a big difference and gave me a
real peace inside. He can also bring peace between people.”

By now, Matt was out washing his hands as his father stuck his



head in the door to hurry him along. I gave him a small
booklet  that  explained  more.  “Thanks,”  smiled  Matt  as  he
walked out to join his family for lunch.

Psychologist Daniel Goleman in his bestselling book Emotional
Intelligence tells of boarding a New York City bus to find a
driver whose friendly greeting and positive disposition spread
contagious warmth among the initially cold and indifferent
passengers.  Goleman  envisioned  a  “virus  of  good  feeling”
spreading through the city from this “urban peacemaker” whose
good will had softened hearts.{4}

The Christmas angel announced to some shepherds, “‘Don’t be
afraid! . . . I bring you good news of great joy for everyone!
The Savior—yes, the Messiah, the Lord—has been born tonight in
Bethlehem,  the  city  of  David!”{5}  A  crowd  of  angels  then
appeared praising God and proclaiming peace among people of
good will.{6}

The Christmas story brings a message of peace that can soothe
anxious hearts and calm interpersonal strife.

Reason number four: the Christmas story is . . .

A Story of Family
Christmas is a time for family gatherings. This interaction
can bring great joy or great stress. Estrangement or ill will
from past conflicts can explode.

Joseph and Mary had their share of family challenges. Consider
their  circumstances.  The  historical  accounts  indicate  that
Joseph’s fiancée became pregnant though she was a virgin. Mary
believed an angel told her she was pregnant by God. Now, how
would  you  feel  if  your  fiancé/fiancée  exhibited  apparent
evidence of sexual activity with someone else during your
engagement? Suppose your intended said that God had sanctioned
the  whole  thing.  Would  your  trust  and  self-esteem  take  a



nosedive? Would you cancel the wedding?

Joseph,  described  as  “a  just  man,  decided  to  break  the
engagement  quietly,  so  as  not  to  disgrace  .  .  .  [Mary]
publicly.”{7}  But  an  angel  appeared  to  him  in  a  dream,
explaining that the child was conceived in her by God, and
told him to “name him Jesus, for he will save his people from
their sins.”{8} Joseph followed instructions and cared for his
family. His continuing commitment to Mary and Jesus played a
significant part in the boy’s birth and early childhood. With
God’s help, the family overcame major obstacles. And so can
your family.

Fifth, the story is Christmas is also . . .

A story of Humility
When kings, presidents, and other rulers appear in public,
great pomp often ensues. From a biblical perspective, God came
first not as a ruling king but as a servant, a baby born in
humble circumstances. His becoming human helps humans identify
with Him.

Imagine that you and your child are walking in a field and
encounter an ant pile with hundreds of ants scurrying about.
In the distance, you see a construction bulldozer approaching.
Suppose your child asks how to warn the ants of impending
danger. You discuss various possibilities: shouting, holding
up signs, etc. But the best solution would be if somehow your
child could become an ant and warn them personally. Some ants
might not believe the danger. But some might believe and take
steps to ensure their safety.

Paul, an early follower of Jesus, wrote of the humility Jesus
displayed by becoming human:

Though he was God, he did not demand and cling to his rights
as God. He made himself nothing; he took the humble position
of a slave and appeared in human form. And in human form he



obediently humbled himself even further by dying a criminal’s
death on a cross. Because of this, God raised him up to the
heights of heaven.{9}

The Christmas story speaks of family and humility. But is it
true?{10}

Reason number six why the Christmas story matters: it is . . .

A Story that Was Foretold
Jesus’  followers  noted  numerous  clues  to  his  identity,
prophecies written many years before His birth.{11}

The Hebrew writer Micah told around 700 BC of deliverance
through a coming Messiah or “Anointed One” from Bethlehem.{12}
We know that “. . . Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea. . .
.”{13}

Isaiah, writing around 700 BC, foretold that the Messiah would
be born of a virgin. He wrote, “The Lord himself will give you
a sign: The virgin will be with child and will give birth to a
son, and will call him Immanuel.”{14} The name “Immanuel”
means “God is with us.” Biblical accounts claim Jesus’ mother
was a virgin when she bore Him.{15}

Additional prophecies concern the Messiah’s lineage, betrayal,
suffering,  execution,  and  resurrection.  Peter  Stoner,  a
California mathematician, once calculated the probability of
just eight of the 300 prophecies Jesus fulfilled coming true
in one person due to chance alone. Using estimates that both
he and classes of college students considered reasonable and

conservative, Stoner concluded there was one chance in 1017

that those eight were fulfilled by fluke.

He says 1017 silver dollars would cover the state of Texas two
feet deep. Mark one coin with red fingernail polish. Stir the



whole batch thoroughly. What chance would a blindfolded person

have of picking the marked coin on the first try? One in 1017,
the same chance that just eight of the 300 prophecies “just
happened” to come true in this man, Jesus.{16}

In  a  similar  vein,  consider  reason  number  seven  why  the
original Christmas story matters. It is . . .

A Story that Has Substantial Support
Can we trust the biblical accounts of the Christmas story?
Three important points:

• Eyewitness Testimony. The Gospels—presentations of Jesus’
life—claim to be, or bear evidence of containing, eyewitness
accounts. In a courtroom, eyewitness testimony is among the
most reliable evidence.

• Early Date. Dr. William F. Albright, one of the world’s
leading archaeologists, dated every book of the New Testament
(NT) before about AD 80.{17} There is no known record of NT
factual authenticity ever being successfully challenged by a
contemporary.

• Manuscript Evidence. Over 24,000 early manuscript copies of
portions  of  the  NT  exist  today.  Concerning  manuscript
attestation,  Sir  Frederic  Kenyon,  director  and  principle
librarian  of  the  British  Museum,  concluded,  “Both  the
authenticity and the general integrity of the books of the New
Testament may be regarded as finally established.”{18}

The Christmas story is notable for its enduring messages of
hope, peace, goodwill, family and humility. It was foretold by
prophets and has substantial manuscript support. But there is
another reason for considering the story of Jesus’ birth,
perhaps the most important.

Reason number eight: the Christmas story is . . .



A Story of Love
Jesus’ followers taught that His conception and birth were
part  of  a  divine  plan  to  bring  us  genuine  peace,  inner
freedom,  and  self-respect.  They  believed  the  biblical  God
wants  us  to  enjoy  friendship  with  Him,  and  meaning  and
purpose. Alas, our own self-centeredness separates us from
Him. Left to our own, we would spend both time and eternity in
this spiritually unplugged state.

Jesus came to help plug us into God. Mary’s baby was born to
die, paying the penalty for our self-centeredness, which the
biblical documents call “sin.” If I had a traffic fine I could
not pay, you could offer to pay it for me. When the adult
Jesus died on the cross, He carried the penalty due all our
sins then rose from the dead to give new life.

Jesus explained, “God so loved the world that he gave his only
Son, so that everyone who believes in him will not perish but
have eternal life.”{19} God can become your friend if you
believe in Him, that is, if you trust Him to forgive you. He
will never let you down.

Perhaps  you  are  becoming  aware  of  the  importance  of  the
Christmas story in your own life. Might you like to receive
Jesus’ free gift of forgiveness and place your faith in Him?
You can celebrate this Christmas knowing that you are a member
of His family. Perhaps you’d like to talk to Him right now.
You might want to tell Him something like this:

Jesus Christ, thanks for loving me, for dying for my sins and
rising again. Please apply your death as the means of my
forgiveness. I accept your pardon. Come and live in me and
help me to become your close friend.

If you made that decision to place your trust in Jesus, He has
entered your life, forgiven you and given you eternal life. I
encourage you to tell another of His followers about your



decision and ask them to help you grow in faith. Call this
radio station or visit the Web site probe.org to learn more.
Read the Bible to discover more about God. Begin with the
Gospel of John, the fourth book in the New Testament, which is
one of the easier ones to understand. Tell God what is on your
heart, and tell others about the discovery you’ve made so they
can know Him too.

Christmas is meant to celebrate peace and joy. Amidst the
busyness of shopping, parties, presents, and fun, remember
that the Prince of Peace came to spread peace and joy to all
who believe in Him.
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Christianity: The Best Thing
That Ever Happened to Women
Sue Bohlin examines the facts to show us that a Christian,
biblical  worldview  of  women  lifted  them  from  a  status
equivalent to dogs to a position a fellow heirs of the grace
of  God  through  Jesus  Christ.   Christianity,  accurately
applied, fundamentally changed the value and status of women.

The Low Status of Women in Jesus’ Day
Some feminists charge that Christianity, the Bible, and the
Church are anti-female and horribly oppressive to women. Does
God really hate women? Did the apostle Paul disrespect them in
his New Testament writings? In this article we’ll be looking
at why Christianity is the best thing that ever happened to
women,  with  insights  from  Alvin  Schmidt’s  book  How
Christianity  Changed  the  World.{1}
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 “What would be the status of women in the Western
world  today  had  Jesus  Christ  never  entered  the
human  arena?  One  way  to  answer  this  question,”
writes Dr. Schmidt, “is to look at the status of
women in most present-day Islamic countries. Here
women are still denied many rights that are available to men,
and when they appear in public, they must be veiled. In Saudi
Arabia, for instance, women are even barred from driving an
automobile. Whether in Saudi Arabia or in many other Arab
countries where the Islamic religion is adhered to strongly, a
man has the right to beat and sexually desert his wife, all
with the full support of the Koran. . . .{2} This command is
the polar opposite of what the New Testament says regarding a
man’s relationship with his wife. Paul told the Christians in
Ephesus, ‘Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the
church and gave himself up for her.’ And he added, ‘He who
loves his wife loves himself.'”{3}

Jesus loved women and treated them with great respect and
dignity. The New Testament’s teaching on women developed His
perspective even more. The value of women that permeates the
New Testament isn’t found in the Greco-Roman culture or the
cultures of other societies.

In ancient Greece, a respectable woman was not allowed to
leave the house unless she was accompanied by a trustworthy
male escort. A wife was not permitted to eat or interact with
male guests in her husband’s home; she had to retire to her
woman’s quarters. Men kept their wives under lock and key, and
women had the social status of a slave. Girls were not allowed
to go to school, and when they grew up they were not allowed
to speak in public. Women were considered inferior to men. The
Greek poets equated women with evil. Remember Pandora and her
box?  Woman  was  responsible  for  unleashing  evil  on  the
world.{4}

The status of Roman women was also very low. Roman law placed
a wife under the absolute control of her husband, who had
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ownership of her and all her possessions. He could divorce her
if she went out in public without a veil. A husband had the
power of life and death over his wife, just as he did his
children. As with the Greeks, women were not allowed to speak
in public.{5}

Jewish women, as well, were barred from public speaking. The
oral law prohibited women from reading the Torah out loud.
Synagogue worship was segregated, with women never allowed to
be heard.

Jesus and Women
Jesus’ treatment of women was very different:

The extremely low status that the Greek, Roman, and Jewish
woman  had  for  centuries  was  radically  affected  by  the
appearance of Jesus Christ. His actions and teachings raised
the  status  of  women  to  new  heights,  often  to  the
consternation and dismay of his friends and enemies. By word
and deed, he went against the ancient, taken-for-granted
beliefs  and  practices  that  defined  woman  as  socially,
intellectually, and spiritually inferior.

The humane and respectful way Jesus treated and responded to
the Samaritan woman [at the well] (recorded in John 4) may
not appear unusual to readers in today’s Western culture. Yet
what he did was extremely unusual, even radical. He ignored
the Jewish anti-Samaritan prejudices along with prevailing
view that saw women as inferior beings.{6}

He started a conversation with her—a Samaritan, a woman—in
public. The rabbinic oral law was quite explicit: “He who
talks with a woman [in public] brings evil upon himself.”
Another rabbinic teaching prominent in Jesus’ day taught, “One
is not so much as to greet a woman.”{7} So we can understand
why his disciples were amazed to find him talking to a woman
in public. Can we even imagine how it must have stunned this



woman for the Messiah to reach out to her and offer her living
water for her thirsty soul?

Among Jesus’ closest friends were Mary, Martha and Lazarus,
who  entertained  him  at  their  home.  “Martha  assumed  the
traditional female role of preparing a meal for Jesus, her
guest, while her sister Mary did what only men would do,
namely, learn from Jesus’ teachings. Mary was the cultural
deviant, but so was Jesus, because he violated the rabbinic
law of his day [about speaking to women].”{8} By teaching Mary
spiritual  truths,  he  violated  another  rabbinic  law,  which
said, “Let the words of the Law [Torah] be burned rather than
taught to women. . . . If a man teaches his daughter the law,
it is as though he taught her lechery.”{9}

When Lazarus died, Jesus comforted Martha with this promise
containing  the  heart  of  the  Christian  gospel:  “I  am  the
resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live,
even though he dies; and whoever lives and believes in me will
never  die.  Do  you  believe  this?”  (John  11:25-26)  These
remarkable words were spoken to a woman! “To teach a woman was
bad enough, but Jesus did more than that. He called for a
verbal response from Martha. Once more, he went against the
socioreligious custom by teaching a woman and by having her
publicly respond to him, a man.”{10}

“All three of the Synoptic Gospels note that women followed
Jesus, a highly unusual phenomenon in first-century Palestine.
. . . This behavior may not seem unusual today, but in Jesus’
day  it  was  highly  unusual.  Scholars  note  that  in  the
prevailing culture only prostitutes and women of very low
repute would follow a man without a male escort.”{11} These
women  were  not  groupies;  some  of  them  provided  financial
support for Jesus and the apostles (Luke 8:3).

The  first  people  Jesus  chose  to  appear  to  after  his
resurrection were women; not only that, but he instructed them
to tell his disciples that he was alive (Matt. 28, John 20).



In a culture where a woman’s testimony was worthless because
she was worthless, Jesus elevated the value of women beyond
anything the world had seen.

Paul, Peter, and Women
Jesus gave women status and respect equal to men. Not only did
he break with the anti-female culture of his era, but he set a
standard for Christ-followers. Peter and Paul both rose to the
challenge in what they wrote in the New Testament.

In a culture that feared the power of a woman’s external
beauty and feminine influence, Peter encouraged women to see
themselves as valuable because God saw them as valuable. His
call to aspire to the inner beauty of a trusting and tranquil
spirit  is  staggeringly  counter-cultural.  He  writes,  “Your
beauty should not come from outward adornment, such as braided
hair  and  the  wearing  of  gold  jewelry  and  fine  clothes.
Instead, it should be that of your inner self, the unfading
beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is of great worth
in God’s sight. For this is the way the holy women of the past
who put their hope in God used to make themselves beautiful.”

Equally staggering is his call to men to elevate their wives
with respect and understanding: “Husbands, in the same way be
considerate as you live with your wives, and treat them with
respect as the weaker partner and as heirs with you of the
gracious  gift  of  life,  so  that  nothing  will  hinder  your
prayers.” Consideration, respect, fellow heirs; these concepts
sound good to us, but they were unheard of in the first
century!

The apostle Paul is often accused of being a misogynist, one
who  hates  and  fears  women.  But  Paul’s  teachings  on  women
reflect the creation order and high value God places on women
as creatures made in his image. Paul’s commands for husbands
and wives in Ephesians 5 provided a completely new way to look
at marriage: as an earthbound illustration of the spiritual



mystery of the union of Christ and His bride, the church. He
calls wives to not only submit to their husbands as to the
Lord, but he calls husbands to submit to Christ (1 Cor. 11:3).
He calls men to love their wives in the self-sacrificing way
Christ  loves  the  church.  In  a  culture  where  a  wife  was
property, and a disrespected piece of property at that, Paul
elevates women to a position of honor previously unknown in
the world.

Paul also provided highly countercultural direction for the
New Testament church. In the Jewish synagogue, women had no
place and no voice in worship. In the pagan temples, the place
of women was to serve as prostitutes. The church, on the other
hand, was a place for women to pray and prophecy out loud (1
Cor.  11:5).  The  spiritual  gifts—supernatural  enablings  to
build God’s church—are given to women as well as men. Older
women are commanded to teach younger ones. The invitation to
women to participate in worship of Jesus was unthinkable—but
true.

Misogyny in the Church
Author Dorothy Sayers, a friend of C.S. Lewis, wrote:

Perhaps it is no wonder that the women were first at the
Cradle and last at the Cross. They had never known a man like
this Man—there had never been such another. A prophet and
teacher who never nagged at them, who never flattered or
coaxed or patronized; who never made arch jokes about them,
never treated them either as ‘The women, God help us!’ or
‘The  ladies,  God  bless  them!’;  who  rebuked  without
querulousness and praised without condescension; who took
their questions and arguments seriously, who never mapped out
their sphere for them, never urged them to be feminine or
jeered at them for being female; who had no ax to grind and
no uneasy male dignity to defend; who took them as he found
them and was completely unselfconscious.



She continues: “There is no act, no sermon, no parable in the
whole Gospel that borrows its pungency from female perversity;
nobody could possibly guess from the words of Jesus that there
was anything ‘funny’ about woman’s nature.”{12} And this is
one of the unfortunate truths about Christianity we have to
acknowledge: over the centuries, many Christ-followers have
fallen far short of the standard Jesus set in showing the
worth and dignity of women.

In  the  second  century  Clement  of  Alexandria  believed  and
taught that every woman should blush because she is a woman.
Tertullian, who lived about the same time, said, “You [Eve]
are the devil’s gateway. . . . You destroyed so easily God’s
image, man. On account of your desert, that is death, even the
Son of God had to die.” Augustine, in the fourth century,
believed that a woman’s image of God was inferior to that of
the man’s.{13} And unfortunately it gets even nastier than
that.

Some people mistakenly believe these contemptuous beliefs of
the church fathers are rooted in an anti-female Bible, but
that couldn’t be farther from the truth. People held these
misogynistic beliefs in spite of, not because of, the biblical
teachings. Those who dishonor God by dishonoring His good
creation of woman allow themselves to be shaped by the beliefs
of  the  surrounding  pagan,  anti-female  culture  instead  of
following  Paul’s  exhortation  to  not  be  conformed  to  this
world, but be transformed by the renewing of our minds (Rom.
12:2). The church in North America does the same thing today
by allowing the secular culture to shape our thinking more
than the Bible. Only nine percent of Americans claiming to be
born-again have a biblical worldview.{14} The church in Africa
and Asia does the same thing today by allowing animism, the
traditional folk religion, to shape their thinking more than
the Bible.

It’s unfortunate that some of the church fathers did not allow
the woman-honoring principles found in Scripture to change



their unbiblical beliefs. But that is the failing of imperfect
followers of Jesus, not a failure of God nor of His Word.
Jesus loves women.

Effects of Christianity on Culture
As Christianity spread throughout the world, its redemptive
effects elevated women and set them free in many ways. The
Christian ethic declared equal worth and value for both men
and women. Husbands were commanded to love their wives and not
exasperate their children. These principles were in direct
conflict with the Roman institution of patria potestas, which
gave absolute power of life and death over a man’s family,
including his wife. When patria potestas was finally repealed
by an emperor who was moved by high biblical standards, what a
tremendous effect that had on the culture! Women were also
granted basically the same control over their property as men,
and, for the first time, mothers were allowed to be guardians
of their children.{15}

The biblical view of husbands and wives as equal partners
caused  a  sea  change  in  marriage  as  well.  Christian  women
started marrying later, and they married men of their own
choosing. This eroded the ancient practice of men marrying
child brides against their will, often as young as eleven or
twelve  years  old.  The  greater  marital  freedom  that
Christianity gave women eventually gained wide appeal. Today,
a Western woman is not compelled to marry someone she does not
want, nor can she legally be married as a child bride. But the
practice continues in parts of the world where Christianity
has little or no presence.{16}

Another effect of the salt and light of Christianity was its
impact  on  the  common  practice  of  polygamy,  which  demeans
women. Many men, including biblical heroes, have had multiple
wives, but Jesus made clear this was never God’s intention.
Whenever he spoke about marriage, it was always in the context
of monogamy. He said, “The two [not three or four] will become



one  flesh.”  As  Christianity  spread,  God’s  intention  of
monogamous marriages became the norm.{17}

Two more cruel practices were abolished as Christianity gained
influence. In some cultures, such as India, widows were burned
alive  on  their  husbands’  funeral  pyres.  In  China,  the
crippling practice of foot binding was intended to make women
totter on their pointed, slender feet in a seductive manner.
It was finally outlawed only about a hundred years ago.{18}

As a result of Jesus Christ and His teachings, women in much
of  the  world  today,  especially  in  the  West,  enjoy  more
privileges and rights than at any other time in history. It
takes only a cursory trip to an Arab nation or to a Third
World  country  to  see  how  little  freedom  women  have  in
countries  where  Christianity  has  had  little  or  no
presence.{19} It’s the best thing that ever happened to women.
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The Roots of Freedom
What is freedom? What are the roots of freedom? Kerby Anderson
looks  at  the  Christian  roots  of  freedom  along  with  the
writings of the key writers in the Western tradition.
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What is freedom? What are the roots of freedom?
Answering these questions is not as easy as it may
seem. They require some thought and reflection,
which for most of us, is a precious commodity.

Fortunately, some of the hard work has been done for us by
professor John Danford in his book Roots of Freedom: A Primer
on Modern Liberty. The material in this book was originally
material that was broadcast on Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty in the late 1980s. Only later did some suggest that
the material should be published so that citizens in a free
society could also benefit by his work in describing the roots
of freedom.

So how does John Danford describe a free society?

People would surely differ, but what is meant here is a
society in which human beings are not “born into” a place—a
caste or an occupation, for example—but are free to own
property, to raise children, to earn a living, to think, to
worship, to express political views, and even to emigrate if
desired, and to do so without seeking permission from a
master.{1}

Obviously  we  all  have  some  constraints  on  us,  but  human
freedom in a free society would certainly involve the freedom
to be able to do the things mentioned above.

Once we define a free society, we can easily see something
very  disturbing.  “Free  societies  have  been  rare  in  human
history. They also seem to be fragile—more fragile than were
the dynasties or empires of the ancient world.”{2}

In  the  past,  freedom  was  rare  often  because  of  economic
necessity. There is little or no freedom for a person who must
work every waking hour just to survive. In the ancient world,
a free man was free because another was enslaved. A free man
was free because he did not need to work for a living.
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By  the  end  of  the  eighteenth  century,  economic  necessity
ceased to be the main obstacle to freedom in many places. Yet
there were still very few free societies, because political
power  was  often  concentrated  in  the  hands  of  a  king  or
dictator (or perhaps in the hands of a few in the ruling
class).

Today we have few kings, but we still have many dictators.
Free societies also still somewhat rare today. Consider that
there are nearly 200 countries in the United Nations, and yet
it is probably fair to say that fewer than 50 could truly be
called free societies (with functioning democracies).

If nothing else, this study of the roots of freedom should
make us thankful we live in a free country. Free societies are
rare in history, and they are still somewhat rare today. We
should  never  take  for  granted  the  political  and  economic
freedom we enjoy.

Christian Roots
Danford  discusses  the  roots  of  liberty  in  his  chapter  on
“Premodern  Christianity.”  Although  we  take  many  of  these
assumptions (borrowed from Christianity) as basic and obvious,
they are important contributions that provide the foundation
for the political freedom we enjoy today.

The  first  contribution  from  Christianity  was  its  teaching
about the value of the individual. In the Greek and Roman
empires,  the  individual  counted  for  little.  “A  particular
individual was of no consequence when measured against the
glory and stability of the empire.”{3}

Jesus and his followers taught men and women to think of
themselves  as  significant  in  the  eyes  of  God.  This
foundational principle of the dignity and sanctity of human
beings was in stark contrast to the prevailing ideas of the
day.



Another aspect of this principle was the belief that God was
not just the god of a city, or a tribe, or even a nation. The
God of the Bible is God over all human beings and savior of
all individuals. The belief in the universality of God along
with the emphasis on the individual provided an important
foundation for liberty because it was “incompatible with the
ancient tendency to subordinate the individual entirely to the
state or empire.”{4}

A second contribution of Christianity involves the linear idea
of history. Ancient writers “understood the passage of time in
terms  of  the  seasonal  rhythms  of  the  natural  world.”{5}
Christianity brought a different perspective by teaching that
history is linear. The story of the Bible is the story, after
all, of the beginning of the world, human sinfulness, Christ
coming to the world, and the eventual culmination of history.

The  concept  of  linear  history  leads  to  the  idea  that
circumstances  can  change  over  time.  If  the  change  is
progressive, then over the course of human history there can
be progress. “The notion of progress is itself a modern idea,
but its roots can be discerned in the Christian doctrine that
God enters historical time to save mankind.”{6}

A third contribution of Christianity is the principle of the
separation of faith from the political realm. Today this is
referred to as the separation of church and state.{7} Such an
idea was unthinkable in the ancient world. In those cultures,
kings and priests were closely connected.

When Jesus was asked by the Pharisees if it was lawful to pay
the poll tax (Matt. 22:15-21), He responded by telling them
“render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the
things that are God’s.” Although it would be many centuries
before the full implications of this doctrine were clear, the
seeds of spiritual freedom can be found in this Christian
teaching.



The  fourth  contribution  of  Christianity  is  the  belief  in
objective truth. While it is true that other philosophers
spoke  of  truth,  a  Christian  perspective  on  truth  is
nevertheless  an  important,  additional  contribution.

For example, if there is no truth, then “there is no such
thing  as  a  just  or  proper  foundation  for  political  rule:
whoever gets the power is by definition able to determine what
is just or unjust, right or wrong.”{8}

In our postmodern world that rejects the idea of objective or
absolute truth, all history is merely the history of class
struggle.  “There  is  no  escape  from  the  endless  quest  for
power, and no space, protected by walls of justice, where
genuine freedom can be experienced.”{9}

This nation was founded on the principle (as articulated in
the Declaration of Independence) that there are self-evident
truths. As Jesus taught his disciples, “you shall know the
truth and the truth shall make you free” (John 8:32).

Thomas Hobbes
Thomas Hobbes was born in England in 1588, and was educated at
Oxford in the early 1600s. He was influenced by such men as
Francis Bacon (serving as Bacon’s secretary for a time) as
well as events of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A
principal influence was the religious war and conflict of the
time (e.g., the Thirty Years War, conflicts in England between
Anglicans and Puritans). “Hobbes’s two great preoccupations
[were]:  peace  as  a  goal  of  the  civil  order,  and  a  new
political science as the means to that goal.”{10}

He developed five key principles in his political science. The
first is that individuals are more fundamental than any social
order. To understand humans, he would argue, we must go back
to a “state of nature” which would represent the condition
human beings would be in if all the conventions and laws of



political society were removed.

Hobbes also argued that humans are equal politically. “No one
can be viewed as politically superior, because every human
being is vulnerable to violent death at the hands of his
fellows.”{11} The natural condition of mankind, he says, is
“solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”{12}

Hobbes  therefore  argues  in  his  second  principle  that  the
natural need for self-preservation is the only true reason
people live in political communities. In other words, we live
in political communities to satisfy individual needs of human
nature such as life and security.

Third, Hobbes argues that because these needs are universal
(and scientifically demonstrable), they provide a basis for
agreement and a peaceful political order. He argues that we
should “be willing, when others are so too, as far-forth as
for peace, and defense of himself he shall think it necessary,
to lay down this right to all things, and be contented with so
much liberty against other men, as he would allow other men
against himself.”{13}

Fourth, since political society exists for self-preservation,
no one can ever give up the right to self-defense. A cardinal
principle of a liberal society is that no man can be compelled
to confess a crime or to testify against himself in court.

Finally,  all  legitimate  government  rests  on  a  contract
consented to (at least tacitly) by individuals. Hobbes calls
this  agreement  a  “covenant”  because  it  is  an  open-ended
contract, a promise that must be continually fulfilled in the
future.

Hobbes also argued that a sovereign must enforce this covenant
because “covenants without the sword are but words.”{14} But
though he justified a powerful government or sovereign, it was
a perspective that was challenged by others like John Locke
who believed that even the sovereign must be limited.



John Locke
John Locke was the son of a Puritan who fought with Oliver
Cromwell.  Though  he  was  not  an  orthodox  Puritan  like  his
father, he was nevertheless a sincere Christian who believed
that the Bible was “infallibly true.”

Locke argued in his Two Treatises of Government that men form
societies  “for  the  mutual  preservation  of  their  lives,
liberties, and estates, which I call by the general name,
property.”{15} On the one hand, he wrote that material things
are not owned by anyone but exist in common for all men. “God,
as King David says, (Psalm 115:16) has given the earth to the
children of men, given it to mankind in common.”{16} But on
the  other  hand,  he  also  acknowledged  that  we  do  take
possession  of  things  and  thus  make  them  our  property.

He that is nourished by the acorns he picked under an oak, or
the apples he gathered from the trees in the wood, has
certainly appropriated them to himself. Nobody can deny but
the nourishment is his. I ask then, When did they begin to be
his? When he digested? Or when he ate? Or when he boiled? Or
when he brought them home? Or when he picked them up? And
‘tis plain, if the first gathering made them not his, nothing
else could. That labor put a distinction between them and
common. That added something to them more than nature, the
common mother of all, had done; and so they became his
private property.{17}

Locke also argued that land is ultimately worthless until
labor it added to it. He even goes on to argue that wealth is
almost wholly the product of human labor (he says 999/1000 of
the value of things is the result of labor).

He also argued that “Men being, as has been said, by nature,
all free, equal and independent, no one can be put out of this
estate,  and  subjected  to  the  political  power  of  another,



without his own consent.”{18} He acknowledged that each man or
woman is born free and becomes a member of a commonwealth by
agreeing to accepts its protections, but most commonly this is
done by what Locke call “tacit consent.”

Finally, Locke also focused his concern about the possibility
of an oppressive government, so he insisted on the necessity
of  limiting  the  sovereign  power  as  much  as  possible.  The
legislature cannot “take from any man any part of his property
without his own consent.”{19}

Locke also insisted on one final limitation of the power of
government: the citizenry. He writes, “yet the legislative
being only a fiduciary power to act for certain ends, there
remains still in the people of supreme power to remove or
alter the legislative, when they find the legislative to act
contrary to the trust reposed in them.”{20}

American Liberty
The ideas of freedom found their way to the American shore as
disruptions  of  the  English  civil  war  drove  many  English
subjects to the New World. In their travels, “they took with
them as much of the system of English liberty as would survive
the Atlantic crossing.”{21}

Some of the settlers established civil compacts (or what Locke
would later call social contracts). Perhaps the best known is
the Mayflower Compact, which was a political covenant binding
the pilgrims together into “a civil body politic.” Most of
these  American  settlements  involved  self-government  simply
because the powers that originally granted them their charters
were thousands of miles away.

America’s  founding  document  is  the  Declaration  of
Independence. The ideas of John Locke can certainly be found
within this document. The Declaration states the principle
from Locke that “all men are created equal.” It also follows



his  thinking  by  stating  “That  to  secure  these  rights,
governments  are  instituted  among  men,  deriving  their  just
powers from the consent of the governed.”

All the writers during the founding period (Thomas Jefferson,
James  Madison,  George  Washington,  John  Adams,  Benjamin
Franklin, Alexander Hamilton) were “deeply learned in English
history,  political  history  generally,  and  the  history  of
political thought back to Aristotle and Plato. References to
Cicero, Tacitus, and Plutarch dot their pages, along with
frequent allusions to republics as diverse as Venice, Holland,
Geneva, Sparta, and Rome.”{22}

Alexander Hamilton, writing in The Federalist Papers, said
that the American people would decide “whether societies of
men are really capable or not of establishing good government
from  reflection  and  choice,  or  whether  they  are  forever
destined  to  depend  for  their  political  constitutions  on
accident and force.”{23}

James Madison, in The Federalist Papers, addressed two key
issues  in  American  government:  factions  and  limiting
governmental  power.  He  suggested  that  the  large  federal
republic made it more difficult for factions to gain power and
oppress others.

Limiting  the  power  of  government  was  accomplished  by
separating  power.  “Ambition  must  counteract  ambition.  The
interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional
rights of the place.”{24} The framers pursued “the policy of
supplying, by opposite and rival interests” to these various
branches of government.

As  an  extra  precaution,  the  framers  also  divided  the
legislature (because it was expected to be the most powerful
and dangerous branch) into two different houses. They also
decided to “render them, by different modes of election and
different principles of action, as little connected with each



other as the nature of their common functions and their common
dependence on the society will admit.”{25}

They further protected individual rights by adding the Bill of
Rights.  These  amendments  explicitly  deny  power  to  the
government to interfere with specific individual freedoms.

As  we  can  see,  the  rights  and  freedoms  we  enjoy  today
developed  over  time  through  Christian  influence  and  key
writers in the Western tradition.
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Tale of Two Republics
It’s hard to read an historical account of the ancient Roman
Republic without being tempted to compare its successes and
failures with America. For some, it follows that if the mighty
Roman Empire fell because of moral, economic, and military
blunders,  the  U.S.  shall  relinquish  its  greatness  by
committing similar errors. The problem with this argument is
that it’s a form of political reductionism that leaves out the
providence of God. He alone determines the destiny of nations
and peoples. He alone brings revival, causing people to repent
and nations to turn from sin.

Although we can find similarities between different historical
settings, every historical event is unique. And even though
similar patterns of behavior might be found in both eras,
modern America is very different from ancient Rome. With all
of that said, there are certainly trends within cultures that
prove  to  be  deleterious  to  the  social  fabric  that  binds
together a nation.

In this article we will compare social trends and attitudes
found among the ruling class of ancient Rome with those of

https://probe.org/tale-of-two-republics/


modern America. In one sense the empire built by the Roman
Republic  was  itself  surprisingly  modern.  Its  success  was
powered  by  large  scale  business  enterprises,  cutting  edge
technology, and economic opportunity for the upper class. It
also had a highly structured and disciplined army that made it
the dominant military force on the planet much like America is
today.  Although  only  a  small  percentage  of  the  total
population  was  involved,  the  Roman  Republic  engaged  a
significant number of people in the political process which
was rare for any nation until modern times.

Another  similarity  between  the  ancient  Romans  and  modern
Americans is that both tend to see themselves as the “most
morally upright people in the world.” This dangerous human
tendency is amplified by military success and goes hand-in-
hand with the unspoken assumption of “How could an immoral
people prosper as we do?”

In the recent book, Rubicon, by Tom Holland, the story is told
of how changes in the Roman culture and leadership eventually
brought an end to 460 years of the Republic, ushering in a
period of absolute rule by Augustus in 27 B.C. Using material
from  this  book,  we  will  look  at  how  big  business  and
materialism  corrupted  politics  and  foreign  relations,  how
power  distorted  justice  and  reduced  individuals  to  a
commodity, and how nationalism was twisted into a tool for
building political power and personal gain. Finally, we will
explore how individuals were able to overthrow the Republic
and impose tyrannical rule on Rome in the name of tradition
and conservative principles.

America is not ancient Rome. However, without the constraints
of a biblical worldview it is not hard to see how a future
leader or political movement might steal the republic from the
American people all in the name of patriotism and tradition.



Big  Business,  Materialism,  and  the
Military
 

Back in the sixties, protestors against the war in Vietnam
focused  on  the  danger  inherent  in  what  was  called  the
military-industrial  complex,  the  partnership  between  the
American companies producing weapons and military supplies,
and those who used them. The charge was that America was using
its military to both protect and feed America’s big business
concerns,  and  in  return,  big  business  was  providing  the
military  with  what  it  needed  to  be  dominant  on  the
battlefield. In a speech in 1961, President Eisenhower warned
that

 

In the councils of government, we must guard against the
acquisition  of  unwarranted  influence,  whether  sought  or
unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential
for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will
persist.{1}

 

He went on to explain that

This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a
large arms industry is new in the American experience. The
total influence—economic, political, even spiritual—is felt
in every city, every State house, every office of the Federal
government.{2}

 

Rome had its own military-industrial complex. As proconsul of
the East (in 64 B.C.), Pompey occupied Antioch, the capital of



Syria, and shortly afterwards Jerusalem and the kingdom of
Judea. His justification was to protect Roman interests in the
region  which  turned  out  to  be  mostly  business  interests.
Pompey was willing to intervene in or impose direct rule on
any territory in the interest of maintaining peace and a good
business  environment.  This  Pax  Romana  protected  unbridled
exploitation by Roman entrepreneurs.

The Roman Republic was fueled by big business and its military
victories were often turned into a license to make money.
Cities were ransacked for treasure, mining was conducted on a
scale  not  to  be  witnessed  again  until  the  Industrial
Revolution,  and  in  one  city,  smelting  furnaces  caused
pollution so bad that naked skin burned and turned white upon
exposure.{3}

A culture that encourages limitless greed and personal glory
opens itself up to unbridled corruption and bloodshed. The
Romans soon found that the republic they so cherished could
not survive with leadership that would go to any lengths, and
tell any lie, that might keep them in power. The American
republic  is  also  fragile.  When  a  “profit  at  any  cost
mentality” becomes too embedded, it corrupts both accounting
practices and governmental policy.

God did not spare even his people when it became evident that
they were corrupted by greed. The prophet Amos warned Judah
that God was bringing on judgment because “They [the people of
God] trample on the heads of the poor as upon the dust of the
ground and deny justice to the oppressed.”{4} God is still
concerned about justice. It will always be in every nation’s
interest  to  seek  justice  for  all  people  and  to  act  upon
ethical principles beyond the profit motive or personal glory.

The Politics of Power
One common trait of both the ancient Roman Republic and the



early United States is that they shared a dependence on slave
labor. The Romans believed that if a man allowed himself to be
enslaved,  then  he  thoroughly  deserved  his  fate.  As  they
conquered much of the known world, the Romans plundered the
wealth of each new territory, and human beings were a major
part of this booty. The empire established a single market
that  moved  slaves  around  the  Mediterranean  Sea  in  vast
numbers.  Millions  of  slaves  owned  by  wealthy  and  not  so
wealthy Roman citizens performed most of the tasks that made
Rome rich and powerful.

Even  though  slavery  had  virtually  vanished  in  Christian
Europe, it was reestablished when the Portuguese began to
trade with Africa in the mid-fourteenth century. There had
always been slavery in Africa, and it was further developed by
Arab traders after the emergence of Islam which regulated its
use. Eventually, the Portuguese took over the slave trade and
made  it  more  impersonal  and  horrible  than  ever.  As  the
Portuguese and Spanish traveled westward, they brought slavery
with them. This slave trade became an early component of life
in the New World and, eventually, in America.

The result of this dependency was living in constant fear of
slaves and a slave revolt. In the Roman Republic, Spartacus
led a group of slaves in such a revolt in 73 B.C. that grew to
be  an  army  of  over  100,000.  The  rebellion  was  eventually
crushed by politically ambitious leaders Crassus and Pompey.
Crassus  sent  a  violent  message  against  future  revolts  by
having the defeated army of Spartacus crucified every forty
yards along a one hundred mile stretch of road outside of
Rome. America experienced its bloodiest conflict in the Civil
War, primarily over the slavery issue. Both cultures endured a
degradation  of  society  as  a  result  of  slavery.  Thomas
Jefferson thought that slavery was an evil institution that
corrupted the slave owner more than the slave, yet he owned
and traded slaves most of his life.

The Roman Republic continued to live with the tension of slave



ownership and labor until its demise. The U. S. ended slavery,
but has continued to suffer the effects of enslaving an entire
people for centuries. Distrust and anger still exist between
races in America, and the gospel message is often tainted
because the Bible was used as a justification by some for
enslaving millions.

When a society recognizes the uniqueness and significance of
each citizen, it is acknowledging the biblical teaching that
all  individuals  are  made  in  God’s  image.  How  the  current
conflicts  over  other  moral  issues  such  as  abortion  and
euthanasia are settled will determine whether we continue to
move closer to or further from this biblical principle.

Conservatism Abused
The word conservative can mean different things to different
people. However, as the name implies, it usually points to
someone  who  is  trying  to  conserve  or  protect  traditional
values, values that are often seen as fundamental to both the
creation  of  and  the  continuance  of  a  nation  or  political
entity.  Conservatives  argue  in  defense  of  what  are  often
called  the  “permanent  things”  relating  to  spiritual,
political, and familial ideals. Conservatives in the Roman
Republic and the current United States have both referred
often  to  these  “permanent  things.”  In  some  cases,  the
“permanent things” have been used as a screen to support other
agendas or to simply gain power and prestige.

The  “permanent  things”  of  the  Roman  Republic  were  quite
different from today’s America. The myth of Romulus and Remus,
whose simple childhood home was preserved on a hillside in
Rome, is one example. Their legend includes a violent struggle
against one another, ending in the death of Remus, which over
time  came  to  depict  the  enduring  struggle  between  the
aristocracy of Rome and the plebian class. Another permanent
ideal was the freedom from economic or political slavery that



was felt by many Romans to be the key to the Republic’s
success.  A  corollary  to  this  freedom  was  the  severe
meritocracy  supported  by  the  unwritten  constitution  that
guided the nation. Each man was to seek glory and wealth in
the name of Rome, and his success or failure would determine
his destiny. Strong leaders such as Sulla would sometimes
violate  the  ancient  rules  of  Rome  and  its  unwritten
constitution in order to “save it” from perceived or real
threats to the Republic. For example, in 88 B.C. Sulla led an
army  on  Rome,  violating  an  ancient  tradition.  Generals
commissioned to serve Rome swore never to enter the city with
their  soldiers,  a  tradition  that  had  existed  intact  for
hundreds  of  years.  Sulla  claimed  that  he  violated  this
tradition in order to save the Republic from his political
enemy Marius, but he was acting mostly out of desire for
personal power and glory.

Ancient Rome also had its traditional religious beliefs and
institutions. The temple of Jupiter was at the center of the
city as were temples to other Roman gods. Political careers
could  be  ruined  if  one  ignored  the  traditional  role  of
religion in Roman culture.

America  has  obvious  traditions  regarding  the  role  of
government,  family,  and  religion.  It  is  unlikely  that  an
outspoken atheist or someone who denied the authority of the
U.S. Constitution could be elected president. However, the
Roman Republic was lost when men, in the name of conserving
the traditions of the Roman people, began to ignore the very
rules established by those traditions in their pursuit of
personal power and glory.

The Fall of the Republic
Another group which grew increasingly more influential in the
Empire  and  its  provinces  were  the  publicani.  These  were
businessmen who ran large business cartels that benefited from



the unquestioned dominance of Rome’s military power. These
business  ventures  sold  shares,  had  shareholder  meetings,
elected directors to a governing board, and were as profit
motivated  as  any  present  day  multinational  corporation.
Although they held no official government title, the publicani
wielded considerable authority in Rome’s provinces and were
held in contempt for their merciless extraction of wealth by
any means necessary.

This  military-fiscal  complex  corrupted  what  had  been  a
traditional policy of isolationism in Rome. One provincial
administrator, Rutilius Rufus, attempted to restrain the abuse
caused by the publicani and tax collectors but was himself
brought to court, convicted, and exiled in 92 B.C.

Eventually, the provincials fought back. Finding the provinces
of Asia poorly defended, Mithridates, the King of Pontus,
quickly defeated the Roman forces and encouraged the locals to
take their revenge. In the summer of 88 B.C. he ordered the
massacre  of  every  Roman  and  Italian  left  in  Asia.  Eighty
thousand  men,  women,  and  children  were  killed  during  one
bloody night. Mithridates was seen by the Greeks as a divine
source of retribution against the hated superpower of the day.
The  execution  of  the  Roman  commissioner  Manius  Aquillius
provides a vivid picture of the animosity held by many towards
Rome. Mithridates order some of the gold treasure held by the
Romans to be melted down. Then, Aquillius’s head was held
back, his mouth forced open, and the molten metal poured down
his throat.

I am not equating Rome’s experience with modern America. It
would be too easy and false to match Osama bin Laden’s motives
and actions with those of Mithridates. But unfortunately, any
nation that rises to the level of wealth and power that the
U.S. has will attract resentment and jealous hatred. At the
same time, we have to be wise stewards of all that God has
blessed us with. We should be known for our justice and mercy,
not just our military power.



Even if we do everything right, some will resent our actions.
That is why Christians in business and government must avoid
even the appearance of evil and work to make America a source
of healing and freedom for oppressed people everywhere. We
cannot allow those who mislabel our deeds cause us to grow
weary of doing good. We should never fall victim to donor
fatigue when it comes to hunger or natural disaster; God has
blessed us with too much to not get involved. The difference
between the Roman Empire and the U. S. is our awareness that
God requires much from those who have been given much.
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